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For decades, the United States, China, and Taiwan have successfully 
finessed the question of Taiwan’s status. The three sides held differing 
views of Taiwan’s relationship to China, but did not seek to resolve this 
question and did not challenge one another’s bottom line. Through 
skillful diplomacy, the United States and China were able to set aside 
their fundamental disagreement over Taiwan and establish diplomatic 
ties, collaborate to counter the Soviet Union, and build mutually bene-
ficial commercial relations. Paired with reassurances the United States 
provided to Taiwan, unique legal commitments under the Taiwan Rela-
tions Act, and a good measure of military deterrence, peace has held in 
the Taiwan Strait. This has allowed Taiwan to prosper, enabling a dem-
ocratic transformation and a remarkable economic ascendance.

It is unclear, however, whether what has worked for five decades will 
work for another five years, much less another five decades. The big-
gest question revolves around China’s ambitions and the aspirations of 
Chinese leader Xi Jinping. Xi has stated that the Taiwan issue cannot 
be passed on to future generations and has asserted that unification 
with Taiwan is the essence of China’s national rejuvenation. Under Xi’s 
leadership, Chinese foreign policy has become both more assertive and 
more prepared to accept risk, as evidenced by its militarization of the 
South China Sea, its economic coercion of countries, and its growing 
willingness to assert its territorial claims against its neighbors. 

With respect to Taiwan, over the past decade China has dramati-
cally increased military, economic, and diplomatic pressure, while 
also interfering in Taiwan’s politics and conducting cyber and disin-
formation operations. This coercion is intended to wear down and 
demoralize the Taiwanese people, allowing China to achieve its polit-
ical objectives without using force. At the same time, Xi is not taking 
any chances and has pushed through major military reforms that are 
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intended to give him a viable military option for resolving the Taiwan 
question and, according to U.S. intelligence, has ordered the People’s 
Liberation Army to be ready to invade the island by 2027. As China’s 
economic growth slows and Xi looks to both maintain the Chinese 
Communist Party’s hold on power and cement his personal legacy, he 
could see Taiwan as a tempting target.

China’s pressure campaign against Taiwan and its crackdown on 
democracy in Hong Kong have led to growing disillusionment among 
the Taiwanese people. Public polling reveals that few Taiwanese want 
unification, while the share of those who identify as Chinese continues 
to decline. Prospects for peaceful unification are becoming increasingly 
remote, and if Xi decides that the status quo is unacceptable, he would 
likely have to use nonpeaceful means to achieve his objectives.

In the United States, a growing appreciation for Taiwan’s strategic 
and economic importance and recognition of its democratic achieve-
ments have led to calls to upgrade U.S.-Taiwan relations. In recent 
years, the United States has dropped most restrictions on contact with 
Taiwan’s officials, while security cooperation has increased and high-
level visits have become more frequent. In joint statements with close 
allies, appeals to maintaining peace in the Taiwan Strait are now com-
monplace. While such steps arguably send an important signal to China 
regarding U.S. interests at stake, they also feed concern in Beijing that 
the trend lines are moving in an unfavorable direction, i.e., away from 
unification, and as a result increase China’s sense of urgency.

The Task Force finds that the United States has vital strategic inter-
ests in the Taiwan Strait and outlines the stakes. If China were to annex 
Taiwan against the will of the Taiwanese people, it would undermine the 
most basic tenet of international order: that territory is not to be acquired 
through force. If China were to station its military on the island, it would 
gain power projection capabilities that would make it significantly more 
difficult for the United States to defend its allies. Should the United 
States fail to counter Chinese military aggression against Taiwan, its 
allies in the region would come to have grave doubts as to whether they 
could rely on the United States for their security and would then choose 
to either accommodate China or pursue strategic autonomy, which 
could include developing nuclear weapons. Given Taiwan’s dominance 
in semiconductor production, a conflict in the Taiwan Strait would 
shave trillions of dollars off global economic output. Finally, if China 
were to take control of Taiwan, it would extinguish a liberal democracy.

This Task Force report deftly analyzes dynamics in Beijing, Taipei, 
and Washington and proposes policy options intended to reduce the 
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chances of a calamitous conflict. Most fundamentally, it calls for main-
taining the political status quo, which, while not ideal, remains the only 
option acceptable to all sides. It advocates for taking an array of steps 
to strengthen Taiwan as it faces a sophisticated effort to undermine its 
people’s confidence. It warns that deterrence is at risk of failing and 
puts forward a host of recommendations to increase Taiwan’s defen-
sive capabilities and the ability of the United States, Japan, and others 
to come to Taiwan’s defense. In so doing, what emerges is the notion 
that what has largely worked in aiding Ukraine against Russian aggres-
sion—namely, an indirect strategy of providing military and other sup-
port while sanctioning the aggressor—would not be sufficient here. 
The Task Force sensibly calls for avoiding symbolic gestures that do 
not strengthen Taiwan’s security but make a conflict more likely. The 
report also urges the United States to do more to improve Americans’ 
understanding of the stakes involved.

While the Task Force did not arrive at a unanimous view on the 
question of whether the United States should maintain strategic ambi-
guity or adopt strategic clarity and explicitly state that it would come 
to Taiwan’s direct defense, it makes clear that the United States should 
do more to ensure that it has the ability to defend Taiwan in the face of 
a mounting threat. My own view is that strategic clarity is a necessary 
component of—and complement to—such steps and would bolster 
deterrence by erasing any doubts in the mind of Xi, as well as America’s 
partners, that the United States would defend Taiwan.

This report treats one of the most complex, vexing issues in U.S. for-
eign policy with subtlety. Experts and nonexperts alike would benefit 
from reading this careful evaluation of one of the most consequential 
foreign policy questions facing the United States and how we arrived 
at this point. I thank the Task Force chairs, Mike Mullen and Sue 
Gordon, for their leadership and significant contributions to this proj-
ect. My gratitude extends to all the Task Force members and observ-
ers for lending their knowledge and expertise, especially when their  
time is in such high demand. I also thank CFR’s David Sacks, who 
directed the Task Force and authored this report, and Anya Schme-
mann, who guided the entire project as Task Force program director. 
They have all earned our gratitude for taking on this important subject.

Richard Haass
President 
Council on Foreign Relations
June 2023
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A conflict between the United States and the People’s Republic of China 
(PRC, or China) over Taiwan is becoming increasingly imaginable, a 
result of China’s growing military capabilities and assertiveness, the 
emergence and coalescence of a separate Taiwanese identity, and evolv-
ing U.S. calculations about its interests at stake in the Taiwan Strait. If 
deterrence fails and a war erupts, the result would be calamitous for 
Taiwan, China, the United States, and the world, resulting in thousands 
of casualties on all sides and a profound global economic depression.

The United States has critical strategic interests in the Taiwan Strait. 
If China were to successfully annex Taiwan against the will of the Tai-
wanese people, doing so on the heels of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, it 
would severely undermine international order by again demonstrating 
that countries can use coercion or force to unilaterally redraw borders. 
If China were to station its military on the island, the United States 
would find it far more difficult to project power, defend its treaty allies, 
and operate in international waters in the Western Pacific. U.S. influ-
ence would wane because its allies would question U.S. commitment 
to their defense and either accommodate China or pursue strategic 
autonomy. A war in the Taiwan Strait would also halt the production 
and shipment of the majority of the world’s semiconductors, paralyzing 
global supply chains and ushering in a severe economic crisis. Finally, if 
China were to take control of Taiwan, it would spell the end of a liberal 
democracy and have chilling effects on democracies around the world. 
The Task Force thus finds that it is vital for the United States to deter 
China from using force or coercion to achieve unification with Taiwan.

The Task Force assesses that although China is developing the mil-
itary capabilities it would need to annex Taiwan and is determined to 
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subjugate the island, it has not yet decided to pursue a nonpeaceful res-
olution and deterrence remains possible. Although war is not inevita-
ble, unless the United States moves with urgency to bolster deterrence 
and shape Chinese leader Xi Jinping’s decision-making calculus to 
raise the costs of aggressive action against Taiwan, the odds of a conflict  
will increase.

Reinforcing deterrence without provoking the conflict that it seeks 
to avoid is no small task. Indeed, some argue that, given the risk, the 
United States should lessen its support for Taiwan. Such a course, how-
ever, fails to adequately reckon with what the world would look like 
the day after a successful Chinese assault: markedly less safe, less free, 
and less prosperous. Beyond deterring Chinese aggression, the United 
States also has an interest in enhancing its unofficial relationship with 
a top-ten trading partner, a fellow democracy, and a like-minded force 
on global issues.

The Task Force finds that the political framework established more 
than four decades ago, whereby Taiwan, China, and the United States all 
embrace different conceptions of Taiwan’s relationship to China but do 
not explicitly challenge one another’s position, is becoming more and 
more brittle. This reality, paired with Xi’s unease with the status quo 
and his determination to make progress toward unification, increases 
the risk of a conflict. In particular, the Task Force finds that 

• the prevailing political framework has allowed for peace and stability 
in the Taiwan Strait while enabling rapid economic growth in both 
Taiwan and China;

• the status quo is under increasing strain as China, Taiwan, and the 
United States reevaluate whether the long-standing political formula-
tion continues to serve their respective interests;

• the likelihood of resolving cross-strait differences peacefully is steadily 
decreasing; 

• as the prospect of achieving peaceful unification grows more remote, 
China will increasingly employ coercive tools against Taiwan; and 

• the chance of a conflict will rise as Xi Jinping approaches the end of his 
tenure and the basis of his legitimacy shifts from delivering economic 
growth to satisfying Chinese nationalism.
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The Task Force analyzed how Taiwan’s role as the primary producer of 
the world’s semiconductors, including nearly all of the most advanced 
chips, would affect deterrence and China’s calculus. The Task Force con-
cludes that although China’s reliance on chips manufactured in Taiwan 
would raise the costs of a conflict, it does not act as a “silicon shield” that 
can protect Taiwan from an attack. The greater danger is that China will 
be able to leverage economic interdependence to deter countries from 
coming to Taiwan’s direct or indirect defense. The Task Force finds that 

• Taiwan’s critical role in global supply chains—above all, semiconductor 
production—acts as a brake to hostilities but does not diminish China’s 
desire to gain control over Taiwan; 

• in addition to the devastation for the people of Taiwan, a conflict 
would also trigger a global economic depression and open-ended era of  
hostility between the world’s two leading powers; 

• Taiwan’s dependence on trade with China provides Beijing with lever-
age over Taipei that could reduce the latter’s options during a crisis;

• U.S. and allied reliance on semiconductors produced in Taiwan raises 
the stakes for the United States and the West in a conflict; and 

• U.S. and allied economic interdependence with China would complicate 
efforts to resist Chinese aggression against Taiwan and impose costs  
on Beijing. 

The Task Force asserts that the United States has not only legal but also 
vital strategic reasons for maintaining the capacity to come to Taiwan’s 
direct defense. At the same time, however, China’s rapid military mod-
ernization, Taiwan’s underinvestment in its military, and U.S. military 
gaps mean that the United States cannot assume that it would be able to 
decisively intervene on Taiwan’s behalf. The Task Force finds that

• deterrence is steadily eroding in the Taiwan Strait and is at risk of failing, 
increasing the likelihood of Chinese aggression; 

• China does not yet have the ability to invade and seize Taiwan in the 
face of U.S. intervention, but, barring a significant transformation of 
Taiwan’s military and sustained focus from the U.S. Department of 
Defense (DOD), it will likely gain the capability to do so by the end of  
the decade;

U.S.-Taiwan Relations in a New Era
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• despite some progress, Taiwan is still not doing enough to address crit-
ical shortfalls in its defense and civil resilience; 

• the United States has major military gaps that it is addressing but that 
would nonetheless make coming to Taiwan’s defense difficult and 
costly; and

• support from allies and partners will be imperative for a U.S. defense of 
Taiwan, but the level of assistance the United States can expect is largely 
unknown.

The Task Force recommends that U.S. diplomacy focus on preserving 
the political foundation that has worked for decades but has become 
increasingly challenged by all sides. U.S. diplomacy should aim to deter 
Chinese aggression, signal to China and Taiwan that it opposes unilat-
eral changes to the status quo, and ensure that any future arrangement 
between China and Taiwan be arrived at peacefully and with the assent 
of the Taiwanese people. In support of these objectives, the United 
States should

• maintain its One China policy, recognizing the PRC as the sole legal 
government of China and eschewing formal diplomatic relations with 
Taiwan while fulfilling its unique legal commitments to the island, and 
emphasize that such a policy is predicated on China pursuing a peaceful 
resolution of cross-strait issues;

• avoid symbolic political and diplomatic gestures that provoke a Chinese 
response but do not meaningfully improve Taiwan’s defensive capabil-
ities, resilience, or economic competitiveness;

• explain to the American people why Taiwan matters and why they 
should care about its fate; 

• create additional international and multilateral forums that allow 
Taiwan to have its voice heard and contribute to resolving global issues, 
in a way that does not suggest Taiwanese independence; and

• promote people-to-people ties between the United States and Taiwan.

The United States should assist Taiwan in reducing its economic 
dependence on the PRC and bolstering its integration into the global 
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economy, which would improve Taiwan’s ability to withstand China’s 
economic coercion. In addition, given its heavy reliance on Taiwan for 
semiconductor manufacturing, the United States needs to ensure that 
Taiwan remains a trusted economic and trading partner. In particular, 
the Task Force recommends that the United States 

• negotiate a bilateral trade agreement with Taiwan; 

• diversify supply chains in critical sectors to reduce the risk from poten-
tial Chinese economic retaliation;

• build resiliency in global semiconductor manufacturing;

• raise awareness of the economic consequences of a Chinese blockade 
or attack on Taiwan with allies and partners and coordinate with them 
to prepare sanctions on China; and

• work with Taiwan to reduce the PRC’s economic leverage and respond 
to its economic coercion.

The Task Force maintains that deterring Chinese aggression against 
Taiwan should be the United States’ top priority in the Indo-Pacific. As 
a core objective, the United States should ensure that every time Chi-
nese leaders look across the Taiwan Strait, they conclude that a block-
ade or invasion would fail and that pursuing such a course would make 
it impossible for them to accomplish China’s modernization objec-
tives. Achieving this goal will be difficult but doable with the correct 
mix of policies. To accomplish it, the Task Force recommends that the  
United States 

• prioritize Taiwan contingencies as the DOD pacing scenario and 
ensure DOD spending supports capabilities and initiatives critical  
to success, securing the United States’ ability to effectively come to  
Taiwan’s defense;

• fundamentally shift U.S.-Taiwan security relations to build Taiwan’s 
self-defense capabilities; 

• seek greater clarity from allies on the assistance they would provide 
during Taiwan contingencies and work to improve their capabilities 
and define their roles and responsibilities;

U.S.-Taiwan Relations in a New Era
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• place the U.S. defense industrial base on a wartime footing now to 
ensure that the U.S. military has the capabilities it needs to deter Chi-
nese aggression and prioritize arms deliveries to Taiwan; and 

• conduct a joint study with Taiwan of its war reserve munitions, ability 
to produce weapons during wartime, and stockpile of essential goods.

U.S. policy toward Taiwan needs to evolve to contend with a more capa-
ble, assertive, and risk-acceptant China that is increasingly dissatisfied 
with the status quo. Making long overdue adjustments will be difficult, 
but a failure to adapt is far more dangerous. The future of the world’s 
most economically critical region could very well hinge on whether the 
United States succeeds in deterring China and maintaining peace in the 
Taiwan Strait.

Executive Summary
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INTRODUCTION

For more than six decades, a tenuous peace has prevailed in the Taiwan 
Strait, enabling Taiwan’s democratic transformation and economic 
ascendance, and allowing the United States to build productive com-
mercial relations with the PRC and a close partnership with Taiwan. It 
is no longer clear, however, that what has worked will continue to do so. 
China has grown stronger and more assertive throughout the region, 
indeed the world, while the Taiwanese people have consolidated a sepa-
rate identity and are yearning for international recognition and partici-
pation. In the United States, there are growing calls to either recognize 
Taiwan as a sovereign, independent country or otherwise safeguard its 
current de facto independent status.1

As relations between the United States and the PRC deteriorate and 
enter a new, more perilous era, Taiwan stands as the issue most likely to 
bring the two nuclear-armed powers and the world’s two largest econo-
mies to a direct military confrontation. If such a conflict were to erupt, 
the United States and China would likely be involved in a war marked 
by the most intense fighting since World War II, with thousands of 
casualties on both sides and almost incalculable global economic con-
sequences.2 Given the emotional weight that China attaches to Taiwan, 
Taiwan’s role in modern Chinese nationalism, and the Chinese Com-
munist Party (CCP) definition of Taiwan as a core interest, once a war 
starts, it would be difficult to terminate or deescalate. The stakes are 
enormous, and no one would win.

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine serves as a reminder that war is not a 
relic of the past but is instead a tool that countries continue to employ 
to satisfy their territorial ambitions. It also demonstrates that authori-
tarian leaders with few internal political constraints can and will bear 
substantial economic, societal, and reputational costs to pursue their 
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legacies and accomplish geopolitical objectives. The post−Cold War 
era has drawn to a close, replaced by an era of great power competition 
and potentially great power conflict, with Taiwan being the most prob-
able flashpoint.

A conflict over Taiwan has thus far been avoided, but deterrence 
has dangerously eroded; under Xi Jinping’s leadership, China is aggres-
sively and consistently moving the status quo in its favor and increas-
ing pressure on Taiwan. The Task Force thus believes that although a 
military confrontation in the Taiwan Strait is by no means inevitable, 
the United States and China are drifting toward a war over Taiwan. To 
avoid such an outcome, the United States must restore balance to a situ-
ation that has been allowed to tilt far too much in China’s favor.

Reinforcing deterrence without escalating an already tense situa-
tion will be difficult. Given this risk, some analysts argue for reduced 
U.S. support for Taiwan and acquiescence to China’s wishes. Abandon-
ing a long-time partner and vibrant democracy of twenty-three million 
people located at a critical position in the world’s most economically 
important region, however, would be an act of strategic malpractice and 
moral bankruptcy. The Task Force finds that a failure to deter China 
from seeking to forcefully annex Taiwan would damage an array of 
important, even vital, U.S. interests:

• Global order: In the wake of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, if China 
were to absorb Taiwan against the will of the Taiwanese people, it 
would be yet another demonstration that countries can unilaterally 
redraw borders, further undermining the most basic tenet of inter-
national rules and norms. Such an occurrence would likely embolden 
other countries with revanchist aims and reinforce Russia’s position.

• Security: If the PRC were to gain control of Taiwan and station its 
military on the island, it would be able to project power far beyond 
the first island chain, which stretches from Japan through Taiwan and 
down to the Philippines. With the first island chain broken, the United 
States would effectively lose the ability to operate freely in international 
waters in the Western Pacific and would find it significantly more diffi-
cult to defend its Indo-Pacific allies.

• Alliances: Should the United States fail to counter Chinese military 
aggression against Taiwan, its allies in the region would come to have 
grave doubts as to whether they could rely on the United States for 
their security, especially extended deterrence. They would then have to 
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choose to either accommodate China or pursue strategic autonomy—
potentially to include developing nuclear weapons—either of which 
would result in diminished U.S. influence.

• Economic stability and prosperity: A conflict in the Taiwan Strait, 
regardless of whether the United States chose to intervene on Taiwan’s 
behalf, would trigger an immediate and prolonged worldwide economic 
depression and shave trillions of dollars off economic output. Given 
Taiwan’s dominant position in the global semiconductor industry, most 
companies would struggle to make much of anything that contains 
technology, which would profoundly disrupt people’s lives throughout  
the world.

• Democracy: If the PRC were to take control of Taiwan, whether by 
force or coercion, it would extinguish a liberal democracy, with chilling 
effects on societies around the world.

The Task Force concludes that it is vital for the United States to deter 
China from using force or coercion to achieve unification with Taiwan, 
to fulfill its legal commitments to Taiwan under the Taiwan Relations 
Act (TRA), and to support a close democratic partner that is under 
immense threat.

U.S.-Taiwan Relations in a New Era
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History of U.S. Policy

The island of Taiwan has a complex history marked by the interplay 
between Indigenous groups and multiple colonial powers, from the 
Dutch to the Japanese, as well as a fluid and now fraught relationship 
with China (see figure 1). On the periphery of China’s dynastic rule, 
Taiwan was only settled by China toward the end of its imperial history. 
Significant numbers of Chinese settlers first arrived in the sixteenth 
century, and the island was annexed in 1684.

The Qing dynasty exercised loose control over Taiwan until 1895, 
when it was forced to cede the island to Japan following its defeat in 
the Sino-Japanese War. This loss laid bare the Qing dynasty’s failure 
to modernize and sparked a series of popular uprisings that overthrew 
imperial rule and led to the founding of the Republic of China (ROC) 
in 1912. Sun Yat-sen, the founder of the ROC, led the Nationalists, or 
Kuomintang (KMT), which became the country’s ruling party. Follow-
ing Sun’s death in 1925, Chiang Kai-shek took the mantle of leadership 
but struggled to build a modern Chinese state in the following decades, 
which offered Mao Zedong and his Communist followers an opportu-
nity to exploit growing disaffection and build a base of support.

Following Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941, the United States 
formed an alliance with the ROC, with Chiang committing substantial 
military forces to fighting the Japanese a move that enabled the United 
States to turn its attention first to the European theater. As Chiang’s 
ally, President Franklin D. Roosevelt endorsed his stance that Taiwan, 
which had at this point been ruled by Japan for close to fifty years, should 
be returned to China following the war, a position that was formalized 
in the Cairo Declaration of 1943.3 President Harry S. Truman took this 
same stance in the Potsdam Declaration of 1945.4 After Japan’s surren-
der, the KMT began to administer the island.
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As another consequence of its alignment with Chiang, the United 
States became enmeshed in the Chinese Civil War, which pitted  
Chiang’s KMT against Mao’s Communists and broke into the open 
following World War II.5 The United States at one point sought to 
mediate an end to the political struggle, with Truman dispatching Gen-
eral George Marshall on an unsuccessful mission to China to negoti-
ate a peace between the two sides.6 In Taiwan, disaffection with KMT 
rule grew, culminating in a large-scale uprising on February 28, 1947.  
The government responded by killing thousands of civilians in what 
become known as the February 28 massacre, or simply 228.

The United States eventually became disillusioned with Chiang as 
profound disagreements arose over his military strategy and approach 
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to dealing with the Communist insurgency. The Truman administra-
tion concluded that no level of support short of a direct military inter-
vention on Chiang’s side could prevent a Communist takeover and 
decided to cut its losses. Chiang and his followers fled to Taiwan, where 
they hoped to regroup and retake the mainland (see figure 2). 

Chiang’s decision to relocate his government to Taiwan imbued 
the island with symbolic significance for Mao and the newly estab-
lished PRC. Indeed, the CCP views Taiwan’s continued separation as 
a reminder that its civil war remains unfinished and as an injustice that 
it continues to bear because it was weak in the face of foreign aggres-
sion. For Beijing, the Taiwan issue is a question of sovereignty, “the 
core of the core interests of China” that is not subject to negotiation.7 
The PRC, through its One China principle, argues that “there is only 
one China in the world, Taiwan is a part of China, and the govern-
ment of the PRC is the sole legal government representing the whole 
of China.” 8 CCP propaganda asserts that Taiwan is a lost piece of 
territory that must be returned to China in order for the latter to be 
restored to its former glory. Taiwan continues to occupy a unique place 
in the minds of PRC citizens and leaders, remaining deeply entwined 
with Chinese nationalism and national identity. Given the stakes that 
the CCP has associated with this issue, any Chinese leader would con-
clude that “losing” Taiwan through a unilateral declaration of indepen-
dence under the name “Taiwan” would be politically unacceptable and  
potentially even fatal.

The United States resigned itself to Mao’s forces absorbing Taiwan 
at some point, with Truman signaling in January 1950 that the United 
States would not intervene to prevent such an outcome.9 North Korea’s 
invasion of South Korea just months later in June 1950, however, fun-
damentally changed the U.S. calculus—and ultimately the course of 
Taiwan’s history. In the wake of a Communist invasion of South Korea 
backed by Mao and Soviet leader Joseph Stalin, Truman declared that 
“the occupation of Formosa [a historical name for the island] by Com-
munist forces would be a direct threat to the security of the Pacific area 
and to United States forces performing their lawful and necessary func-
tions in that area.” 10 Pursuant to this determination, he ordered the 
Seventh Fleet into the Taiwan Strait to prevent both Mao and Chiang 
from using the war as an opportunity to mount another attack. Reflect-
ing on the pivotal role that these events played, U.S. National Security 
Advisor Henry Kissinger later remarked to PRC Premier Zhou Enlai, 
“There’s no question that if the Korean War hadn’t occurred. . .Taiwan 
would probably be today a part of the PRC.”11
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Just days after the Korean War erupted, on June 27, 1950, the Truman 
administration also shifted the official U.S. position on Taiwan’s status, 
declaring, “The determination of the future status of Formosa must 
await the restoration of security in the Pacific, a peace settlement with 
Japan, or consideration by the United Nations.” 12 The United States 
emphasized that Taiwan’s legal status had not yet been determined (a 
position the United States continues to hold). This stance was embod-
ied in the 1951 Treaty of San Francisco, in which Japan renounced its 
claim to Taiwan, but the inheritor of this claim was left ambiguous. As 
the Cold War solidified, Chiang came to be seen as a bulwark against 
Communism, with the United States stationing forces in Taiwan and 
providing the island with substantial economic aid. In 1954, following 
the PRC’s shelling of Taiwan’s offshore islands, the Dwight D. Eisen-
hower administration signed a mutual defense treaty with the ROC.

Although Chiang was perceived as an important partner in fighting 
Communism, he was in no way a democrat. Instead, he imposed mar-
tial law, arguing that the move was necessary given the ongoing fight 
against the Communists. The KMT government jailed and executed 
political dissidents during a decades-long period that became known 
as the White Terror. Native Taiwanese had almost no say in their gov-
ernance because Chiang claimed to represent all of China, of which 
Taiwan was just a small part, and he used this justification to limit their 
political power. Though many Americans were uncomfortable with 
Chiang’s repressive governance, Washington continued to support him 
as a partner in the Cold War. Later, the United States would play an 
important role in pressing Chiang’s government to loosen its control 
over the population and adopt political reforms.

The formal alliance between the United States and the ROC began 
to fray as it became harder to maintain the fictions that Chiang repre-
sented all of China or that Mao’s Communist regime would collapse. 
The decisive factor in the next major evolution of U.S.-Taiwan and 
cross-strait relations, however, was the growing convergence between 
Washington and Beijing on the need to counter the Soviet Union. As 
the Sino-Soviet split burst into the open, President Richard M. Nixon 
saw an opportunity to pursue a rapprochement with the PRC based on 
their shared enmity toward the Soviet Union. 

The United States viewed Taiwan as one of many issues to discuss 
with the PRC during the normalization process, but it was by far the 
most important to the PRC. The PRC made clear that it was prepared 
to abandon normalization and forgo any strategic cooperation with the 
United States unless it broke diplomatic ties with Taiwan. The United 
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States sought a formula that would enable it to maintain some form of 
official relationship with Taiwan, such as a liaison office or consulate in 
Taipei, as well as a commitment from the PRC to resolve cross-strait 
issues peacefully, but the PRC flatly rejected such a proposal. Instead, 
it insisted that the United States withdraw its recognition of the ROC, 
terminate its mutual defense treaty, and remove all U.S. military per-
sonnel from the island, arguing that it was up to the Chinese how to 
resolve this “internal affair.”13

Although they were unable to settle these fundamental differences, 
in 1972 the United States and China negotiated what became known as 
the Shanghai Communiqué, in which the two sides finessed their posi-
tions in a way that both could accept. In this communiqué, the United 
States “acknowledges that all Chinese on either side of the Taiwan Strait 
maintain there is but one China and that Taiwan is a part of China. The 
United States Government does not challenge that position. It reaf-
firms its interest in a peaceful settlement of the Taiwan question by the 
Chinese themselves.” 

The wording of each clause is significant and deserves further scru-
tiny. The United States took note of—or “acknowledged”—the Chi-
nese position that Taiwan was a part of China without agreeing with 
or endorsing it. The communiqué noted that “all Chinese on either 
side of the Taiwan Strait” held this position, gesturing to the fact that 
Chiang and Mao both took this view that Taiwan was a part of China. 
Importantly, however, there is no mention of Taiwanese views on this 
question, as their voices were excluded during this period of authori-
tarian rule. The United States also agreed not to challenge the Chinese 
position on Taiwan, in essence forgoing a policy of “One China, One 
Taiwan” or “Two Chinas.” Finally, by reaffirming its interest in a peace-
ful resolution of cross-strait differences by the two sides, the United 
States signaled its expectation that force would not be used and that it 
had no desire to mediate this dispute.

Following years of stalled negotiations, on December 15, 1978, the 
Jimmy Carter administration issued a communiqué announcing the 

The United States viewed Taiwan as one of 
many issues to discuss with the PRC during 
the normalization process, but it was by far 
the most important to the PRC.
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establishment of diplomatic relations between the United States and 
PRC, which went into effect on January 1, 1979 (see figure 2).14 The 
United States severed diplomatic ties with the ROC and recognized 
“the Government of the People’s Republic of China as the sole legal 
Government of China.” Washington again acknowledged—but did not 
recognize—Beijing’s position that there is one China and that Taiwan 
is part of China. The United States also terminated its mutual defense 
treaty with Taiwan and committed to removing its military forces from 
the island. At the same time, however, the United States did not agree 
to stop selling defensive arms to Taiwan, nor did it renounce the right to 
come to Taiwan’s defense.

The U.S. Congress, in part due to its resentment at being left out 
of the normalization process and the Carter administration’s decision 
to abrogate a treaty without going through legislative channels, took 
the lead in crafting what the United States’ unofficial relationship with 
Taiwan would look like. It dramatically altered the legislation that the 
Carter administration envisioned into something approaching a secu-
rity guarantee. The Taiwan Relations Act, signed into law in 1979, estab-
lished a nonprofit corporation, the American Institute in Taiwan (AIT), 
to oversee cultural, commercial, and other unofficial relations with the 
people of Taiwan.15 In addition, the TRA asserts that it is U.S. policy to

• declare that peace and stability in the area are in the political, security, 
and economic interests of the United States, and are matters of interna-
tional concern;

• make clear that the United States’ decision to establish diplomatic rela-
tions with the PRC rests upon the expectation that the future of Taiwan 
will be determined by peaceful means;

• consider any effort to determine the future of Taiwan by other than 
peaceful means, including by boycotts or embargoes, a threat to the 
peace and security of the Western Pacific area and of grave concern to 
the United States;

• provide Taiwan with arms of a defensive character; and

• maintain the capacity of the United States to resist any resort to force or 
other forms of coercion that would jeopardize the security, or the social 
or economic system, of the people on Taiwan.
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During negotiations with the PRC, Washington was unable to secure 
a pledge from Beijing that it would not use force against Taiwan. In the 
absence of that, the TRA makes an explicit linkage between the deci-
sion to establish diplomatic ties with the PRC and its handling of cross-
strait issues. Although the TRA does not commit the United States to 
come to Taiwan’s defense, it obligates the United States to maintain the 
capacity to do so. It also asserts a U.S. interest in peace and stability 
in the Taiwan Strait and notes that a use of force, boycott, or embargo 
against Taiwan would be “of grave concern to the United States,” leav-
ing the door open for U.S. intervention.

One major sticking point during negotiations over normaliza-
tion was whether the United States would continue to sell arms to 
Taiwan. Although Beijing moved forward with normalization despite 
its objections to U.S. arms sales, it continued to seek a resolution on 
this matter. Thus the Ronald Reagan administration negotiated a com-
muniqué with China in 1982 to address this issue. In this communiqué, 
the United States stated that it “does not seek to carry out a long-term 
policy of arms sales to Taiwan, that its arms sales to Taiwan will not 
exceed, either in qualitative or in quantitative terms, the level of those 
supplied in recent years since the establishment of diplomatic relations 
between the United States and China, and that it intends gradually to 
reduce its sale of arms to Taiwan, leading, over a period of time, to a final 
resolution.” In addition, the United States stated explicitly for the first 
time that it “has no intention of…pursuing a policy of ‘two Chinas’ or 
‘one China, one Taiwan.’” 16

President Reagan outlined his understanding of the communiqué in 
an internal memorandum, noting that “the U.S. willingness to reduce 
its arms sales to Taiwan is conditioned absolutely upon the continued 
commitment of China to the peaceful solution of the Taiwan-PRC dif-
ferences. It should be clearly understood that the linkage between these 
two matters is a permanent imperative of U.S. foreign policy. In addi-
tion, it is essential that the quality and quantity of the arms provided 
Taiwan be conditioned entirely on the threat posed by the PRC. Both in 
quantitative and qualitative terms, Taiwan’s defense capability relative 
to that of the PRC will be maintained.” 

Thus the cross-strait military balance would inform U.S. arms sales 
decisions; if China built up its forces targeting Taiwan, U.S. arms sales 
to Taiwan would not decline. Reagan also penned a private letter to 
Deng Xiaoping, then China’s paramount leader, reiterating that “the 
United States has an abiding interest in the peaceful resolution of 
the Taiwan question.”17 The assertion of an “abiding interest” in the 
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Taiwan Strait signaled again to China that the United States reserved 
the right to intervene on Taiwan’s behalf if the PRC used force. Impor-
tantly, however, Reagan’s memorandum and letter represent unilateral 
interpretations that were never negotiated with or accepted by the PRC.

Attempting to allay concerns in Taipei, the Reagan administration 
in August 1982 privately conveyed to Taiwan assurances of what the 
United States had not agreed to in its negotiations with China, which 
became known as the Six Assurances.18 In particular, the United States

• had not agreed to set a date for ending arms sales to Taiwan;

• had not agreed to consult with the PRC on arms sales to Taiwan;

• will not play any mediation role between Taipei and Beijing;

• had not agreed to revise the Taiwan Relations Act;

• had not agreed to take any position regarding sovereignty over Taiwan; and

• will not pressure Taiwan to negotiate with the PRC.

For nearly four decades, the Six Assurances and Reagan’s internal 
memorandum remained classified, assuming an almost mythical qual-
ity. Debates raged about the tenses used in each assurance. Now that 
they have been declassified, what is clear is that most of the assurances 
spoke about what the United States had not agreed to when it negoti-
ated the third communiqué with China, rather than what it would not 
agree to. 19 The third and sixth assurances, however, make unequivocal 
statements about enduring U.S. policy, noting that Washington would 
not pressure Taipei to enter into negotiations with Beijing or mediate 
this dispute.

Taken together, the three U.S.-China joint communiqués, the TRA, 
and the Six Assurances are referred to in shorthand as the One China 
policy.20 Under its One China policy, the United States

• recognizes the PRC as the sole legal government of China and does not 
maintain formal diplomatic relations with Taiwan;

• acknowledges (but does not accept or endorse) the PRC claim that 
there is one China, of which Taiwan is a part, while simultaneously 
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pledging not to challenge China’s view or enact policies that are incon-
sistent with a one China framework (i.e., support for “two Chinas” or 
“one China, one Taiwan”);

• does not take a position regarding sovereignty over Taiwan and views 
its status as undetermined;

• does not take a position on what any resolution of cross-strait differ-
ences should look like, instead prioritizing process, in particular that 
any outcome needs to be arrived at peacefully;

• asserts an interest in peace and stability in the Taiwan Strait, leaving 
open the possibility of intervening militarily on Taiwan’s behalf;

• commits to providing Taiwan with weapons that enable it to maintain a 
sufficient self-defense capability; and

• makes a linkage between its One China policy and diplomatic ties with 
the PRC and Beijing’s continued nonuse of force against Taiwan.21

Two additional, important elements have been added to the U.S. 
One China policy over time. First, in a nod to Taiwan’s democratiza-
tion, President Bill Clinton asserted that cross-strait issues “must be 
resolved peacefully and with the assent of the people of Taiwan.”22 This  
formulation makes clear that the United States would not support a 
settlement that is imposed on the Taiwanese. Clinton also became the 
first president to explicitly state that the United States does not sup-
port Taiwan’s independence, while also adding that the United States 
does not believe that Taiwan should be a member in any international 
organization in which statehood is a requirement.23 This statement was 
intended to signal to Taiwan that it did not have a blank check and that 
U.S. support would be conditional on Taiwan not provoking the PRC.

Although Washington’s One China policy provides a broad frame-
work for defining and conducting U.S.-Taiwan relations, it leaves room 
for policymakers to use their discretion to determine which actions are 
consistent with this policy. For instance, following the Taiwan Policy 
Review in 1994, AIT personnel began attending meetings in Taiwan’s 
government buildings, and cabinet-level U.S. officials could travel to 
Taiwan on a case-by-case basis. The United States also chose to take a 
more active role in supporting Taiwan’s participation in international 
organizations (although it would not support Taiwan’s full membership 
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Major Events in Cross-Strait and Modern U.S.-Taiwan Relations

Figure 2

Mao Zedong declares formation of the People’s Republic of China (PRC); Chiang 
Kai-shek and the Kuomintang (KMT) flee to Taiwan and impose martial law.

1949

Following outbreak of Korean War, President Harry S. Truman orders Seventh 
Fleet into Taiwan Strait to prevent PRC attack; United States adjusts position on 
Taiwan’s status.

1950

After PRC shells Taiwan’s offshore island of Kinmen, sparking First Taiwan Strait 
Crisis, United States and Republic of China (ROC, or Taiwan) sign mutual 
defense treaty.

1954

China shells Taiwan’s offshore islands and attempts amphibious landing to 
capture a small island, sparking Second Taiwan Strait Crisis; U.S. Navy warships 
escort Taiwanese vessels to resupply offshore islands.

1958

Taiwan’s economy begins rapid ascent, with gross national product growing by 
360% between 1965 and 1986, a phenomenon dubbed the Taiwan Economic 
Miracle.

1960s

National Security Advisor Henry Kissinger visits Beijing and explores 
rapprochement with PRC.

1971

President Richard M. Nixon visits China; United States and PRC release Shanghai 
Communiqué.

1972

Under President Jimmy Carter, United States establishes diplomatic relations 
with PRC, severs formal ties with ROC and abrogates mutual defense treaty.

1979

Congress passes and President Carter signs into law Taiwan Relations Act.1979

1960

1970

1980

1950
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Source: CFR research.

Taiwan President Chiang Ching-kuo lifts martial law and begins democratization 
process in Taiwan.

1987

Taiwan President Lee Teng-hui gives speech at Cornell University, sparking 
Third Taiwan Strait Crisis.

1995

Taiwan holds first direct presidential election.1996

Taiwan’s main opposition party, the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP), 
assumes power for first time.

2000

The KMT’s Ma Ying-jeou assumes presidency, seeks rapprochement with PRC 
on basis of 1992 Consensus.

2008

Taiwan President Chen Shui-bian of the DPP pursues referendum seeking UN 
membership, despite protests from the United States and China.

2008

Sunflower Movement, protesting closer ties with the PRC, erupts in Taiwan.2014

The DPP’s Tsai Ing-wen assumes presidency and does not endorse 1992 
Consensus; PRC breaks off communications.

2016

Chinese leader Xi Jinping links unification with Taiwan to “rejuvenation” of the 
Chinese nation, which must be achieved by 2049.

2014

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi visits Taiwan; China responds with major military 
exercises.

2022

United States assesses that Xi has ordered the People’s Liberation Army to be 
ready for an invasion of Taiwan by 2027.

2023
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if the organization required statehood to join). Beginning in 2003, U.S. 
Foreign Service officers no longer had to resign from the State Depart-
ment before joining AIT, and a few years later, active-duty military 
officers began serving at AIT (rather than just retired military person-
nel).24 In 2020–21, the Donald Trump and Joe Biden administrations 
revised the guidelines that regulated executive branch contact with Tai-
wan’s representatives in Washington to make them the least restrictive 
they had been in practice since 1979. These moves reflect a bipartisan 
consensus that Taiwan should be viewed as an important partner in its 
own right, rather than as a troublesome aspect of U.S.-China relations.

The U.S. One China policy has evolved over time and can be 
expected to continue to do so as dynamics in the Taiwan Strait change. 
One constant throughout this history, however, has been the U.S. 
desire to moderate or balance the most extreme impulses of both sides. 
This conviction has meant signaling to Beijing that it would pay an 
enormous price if it attempted to resolve cross-strait differences coer-
cively—potentially to include direct U.S. military intervention—while 
also stressing to Taiwan that it cannot act with impunity. The question 
going forward is what approach is most likely to ensure cross-strait sta-
bility in the context of a more powerful and assertive China.
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FINDINGS

Politics and Diplomacy
The prevailing political framework established over four decades ago 
has allowed for peace and stability in the Taiwan Strait while enabling 
rapid economic growth in both Taiwan and China. 

Driven by the strategic imperative of working with Beijing to contain 
Moscow, the United States sought a rapprochement with China in the 
early 1970s. The thorniest issue between the two sides was Taiwan, 
which they never resolved but successfully finessed in the Shanghai 
Communiqué (1972) and the Normalization Communiqué (1979). 
Although President Nixon and his national security advisor, Henry 
Kissinger, privately came closer to Beijing’s position on Taiwan, in 
these documents the United States acknowledged but did not recog-
nize or endorse the PRC’s view that Taiwan is a part of China.25

Even though the PRC did not achieve its objective of having the 
United States adopt its position on Taiwan, its leaders displayed prag-
matism and patience.26 China’s willingness to accept fundamental 
differences over Taiwan’s status as long as the United States did not 
explicitly challenge China’s position and Taiwan did not pursue inde-
pendence reflected the reality that, even if it wanted to use force, it did 
not have the requisite military capabilities. In addition, at the time of 
normalization, China’s priority was modernizing its economy and it 
desperately needed U.S. investment to do so.

Equally important was the fact that Taiwan’s leadership agreed with 
the PRC that Taiwan was a part of China, only differing on which entity 
was the rightful “China”—the PRC or the ROC. Chiang Kai-shek did 
not allow the United States to pursue a more creative approach that 
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would have attempted to secure representation in international organi-
zations for both the PRC and Taiwan.27 Although this position was not 
unanimous among Taiwan’s population, its citizens could not express 
their views under Chiang’s authoritarian rule. Given the Taiwan gov-
ernment’s position, however, it did not pursue independence or other-
wise challenge the status quo.

Despite holding starkly different views on Taiwan’s status, for 
decades China, Taiwan, and the United States refrained from seeking 
to fundamentally overturn the status quo and did not cross each other’s 
red lines. The United States has maintained only unofficial relations 
with Taiwan, as establishing formal diplomatic relations with the island 
would necessitate severing relations with Beijing. China, while increas-
ing its coercion of Taiwan, has not set a formal deadline for unification 
or pressured Taiwan to enter political negotiations. Although Taiwan’s 
Democratic Progressive Party (DPP), which has traditionally advo-
cated for independence, pushed the envelope when it pursued a referen-
dum in 2008 on joining the United Nations under the name “Taiwan,” 
it has since moderated its stance, asserting that Taiwan does not need to 
declare independence because it is already an independent country, the 
“Republic of China (Taiwan).”

With this political framework and China’s economic liberalization 
as a foundation, cross-strait economic ties boomed, with Taiwanese 
investment helping fuel the PRC’s economic rise and Taiwanese busi-
nesses benefiting from the PRC’s low labor costs.28 During the three 
decades between 1991 and 2021, Taiwanese investment in the PRC 
totaled $194 billion.29 Cross-strait trade exploded, rising from $342 
million in 1990 to $208 billion in 2021.30 China is now Taiwan’s largest 
trading partner, accounting for nearly 23 percent of its foreign trade, 
a number that increases to 30 percent if Hong Kong is included. With 
the help of this two-way trade, Taiwan’s gross domestic product (GDP) 
grew from $166 billion in 1990 to $775 billion in 2021.31

The status quo is under increasing strain as China, Taiwan, and the 
United States reevaluate whether the long-standing political formula-
tion continues to serve their respective interests.

A number of factors—the emergence of a stronger and more assertive 
China, the rise of a distinct Taiwanese identity and the Taiwanese peo-
ple’s lack of interest in becoming part of the PRC, growing U.S. support 
for Taiwan, and the steady deterioration of U.S.-China relations—have 
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combined to prompt Beijing, Taipei, and Washington to question both 
the desirability of the status quo and one another’s commitment to it.

The Chinese government believes that Taiwan’s separation was an 
injustice that the country had to endure because of its previous weak-
ness. Its 2022 white paper on Taiwan reflected, “from the mid-19th 
century, due to the aggression of Western powers and the decadence of 
feudal rule, China…went through a period of suffering worse than any-
thing it had previously known…Japan’s 50-year occupation of Taiwan 
epitomized this humiliation…The fact that we have not yet been reuni-
fied is a scar left by history on the Chinese nation.” 32

In the eyes of China’s leaders, the country no longer needs to toler-
ate what it was forced to when it was weak. Xi is using China’s growing 
power to alter the status quo, turning to coercive tools, such as military 
threats, diplomatic pressure, economic sanctions, and disinformation 
campaigns to erode public confidence in U.S. support, undermine Tai-
wan’s elected government, and convince Taiwanese people that unifi-
cation with—and submission to—China is inevitable and therefore 
resistance is dangerous and ultimately futile. Beijing is also using eco-
nomic leverage and information operations to try to build support or 
at least tolerance in Taiwan for a process leading to unification. China’s 
strategy is less risky than using force and is difficult for Taiwan or the 
United States to counter, but at the same time, it has largely backfired 
by increasing the sense of Taiwanese identity and further alienating the 
Taiwanese public from the PRC.

Taiwan’s development into a vibrant democracy has allowed its 
citizens to express their opinions on cross-strait relations, while Chi-
na’s turn toward even greater authoritarianism has made the Taiwan-
ese more skeptical of living under PRC rule. Chiang Kai-shek, like his 
PRC counterparts, endorsed a “One China” framework, agreeing that 
Taiwan and the mainland were both a part of the same polity but assert-
ing that the Republic of China was the rightful government of all of 
China. For over four decades, this was the only view that could be pub-
licly held in Taiwan. During the period of martial law that lasted until 
1987, the KMT could theoretically have concluded a deal with Beijing 
and imposed its decision on the population. With Taiwan’s democra-
tization in the 1980s and 1990s, however, citizens could challenge the 
KMT’s narrative and express a separate Taiwanese identity. As a result, 
most Taiwanese do not view their political status as in any way linked 
to the Chinese Civil War and do not want unification. Instead, they 
would point to the separate national and political identity that they have  
forged over decades as evidence that Taiwan should be viewed on its 
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own terms and recognized as a separate polity. China’s crackdown on 
democracy and civil society in Hong Kong has accelerated these trends, 
convincing many Taiwanese that they cannot trust PRC promises and 
leading them to reject unification in any form. Another result of Tai-
wan’s democratization is that any change in the relationship between 
Taiwan and China now requires a constitutional amendment, which 
must be approved by three-fourths of the members of Taiwan’s legisla-
ture and a majority of all eligible voters.

Reflecting these changing views within Taiwan, the share of Tai-
wanese people who favor moving toward unification has dropped sig-
nificantly over time, while support for independence has dramatically 
risen (see figure 3).33 These polls likely underestimate popular support 
for independence; a different survey found that more than two-thirds of 
Taiwanese support independence if Taiwan could still maintain peace-
ful relations with the PRC.34 This shift is occurring despite a continued 
affinity among Taiwanese people for Chinese culture and ultimately is 
rooted in a rejection of the PRC’s political system.35

In the United States, Taiwan’s evolution into a democracy and a 
growing appreciation for its strategic importance, paired with increas-
ing PRC pressure on Taiwan, have increased calls to upgrade relations 
and visibly demonstrate support for Taiwan. U.S.-Taiwan relations 
have consistently evolved to include more high-level interactions, but 
they are entering a qualitatively new territory. In 2020, for instance, 
the Trump administration lifted many “self-imposed restrictions” on 
contact with Taipei’s representatives in Washington, which the Biden 
administration upheld.36 Two former senior officials in the Trump 
administration, after stepping down, also called for the United States to 
abandon its One China policy and recognize Taiwan as an independent 
country.37 In 2021, two Republican congressmen introduced a bill advo-
cating that the United States walk away from its One China policy and 
recognize Taiwan as an independent country; the bill was reintroduced 
in 2023 with eighteen Republican cosponsors.38

Those calling for the United States to recognize Taiwan as an inde-
pendent country are decidedly in the minority, as doing so would lead 
to a rupture in U.S.-China relations and could prompt major Chinese 
military action against Taiwan. In addition, if China were to take such 
an action following this unilateral U.S. move, it would be far more dif-
ficult for the United States to bring together an international coalition 
to sanction China or to enlist the help of regional allies for a defense 
of Taiwan. Instead, the United States would be cast as a destabilizing 
force, and the Taiwanese people would pay the greatest cost. Thus U.S. 
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Public opinion polling of residents of Taiwan

Note: Non-responses are excluded.

Few Taiwanese Desire Unification, With the Majority Preferring to 
Maintain the Status Quo

Figure 3

Source: Election Study Center, National Chengchi University.
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recognition of Taiwan as an independent country would be irresponsi-
ble and ill-advised. At the same time, however, growing calls for such a 
change in U.S. policy have put more pressure on presidential adminis-
trations to demonstrate support for Taiwan.

Objecting to steps the United States has taken regarding relations 
with Taiwan, China has accused the United States of having a “fake” 
One China policy.39 The United States asserts that its actions are 
consistent with its One China policy and are a necessary response to 
heightened Chinese coercion of Taiwan. This discord has created an 
action-reaction dynamic whereby China puts pressure on Taiwan, 
prompting the United States to take steps to demonstrate its support 
for Taiwan, in turn leading to more Chinese pressure on the island.

The Chinese government has also accused Taiwanese President 
Tsai Ing-wen of covertly pursuing independence by changing history 
textbooks to emphasize elements of Taiwan’s history that do not center 
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on its relationship to China, redesigning passports to display “Repub-
lic of China” in a smaller typeface to give prominence to the name 
“Taiwan,” and further pursuing “de-Sinicization.”40 To show its dis-
pleasure, China has shut off all channels of communication with Tai-
wan’s government, expanded disinformation and influence operations 
targeting the island, increased military activities near Taiwan—includ-
ing erasing the median line in the Taiwan Strait—and ratcheted up  
economic pressure.

Each side is now accusing the other of altering the status quo, while 
perceiving its own actions as necessary defensive steps to prevent fur-
ther erosion of the status quo. The United States believes that its moves 
to strengthen ties with Taiwan are necessary responses to PRC prov-
ocations and that cross-strait relations are more stable when Taiwan 
can approach the PRC from a position of self-confidence and strength. 
China is convinced that the United States has effectively abandoned its 
One China policy, that it is actively endorsing or implicitly embolden-
ing an independence movement in Taiwan, and that U.S. support for 
Taiwan remains the primary obstacle standing between China and its 
ability to achieve unification. In Taiwan’s democratic system, where 
leaders have to appeal to the voters who are alarmed by the PRC’s 
coercive actions, there is little desire for more cross-strait integration 
or political negotiations that would lead to PRC control, and there is 
growing impatience with Taiwan’s lack of international recognition.

As a result of these dynamics, reassurances offered by each side 
over the past seven years are deemed by the other parties to be either 
insincere or inadequate. Despite Washington’s public and private state-
ments that it continues to adhere to its One China policy and does not 
support Taiwan’s independence, Beijing believes that its actions belie 
those words and that Washington is using Taiwan to contain China.41 
Though the Chinese government continues to publicly assert that it pre-
fers to achieve peaceful unification, its coercive actions toward Taiwan 
and continued focus on developing a viable military option to capture 
the island leave the United States and Taiwan questioning its intentions. 
China’s failure to abide by its commitments to Hong Kong or to honor 
its pledges to the United States not to militarize the South China Sea or 
conduct cyber espionage for commercial gain have led many in Taipei 
and Washington to doubt whether any reassurances Beijing offers can 
be trusted.
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The likelihood of resolving cross-strait differences peacefully is steadily 
decreasing. 

For decades, analysts have assessed that China is willing to defer using 
force against Taiwan as long as it believes it can achieve peaceful unifica-
tion at some point in the future. Because of the recent change in dynam-
ics between Taiwan and China, however, the prospect of a peaceful and 
consensual resolution of cross-strait differences has grown increas-
ingly remote. The PRC is likely to conclude that if it wants to achieve 
unification, it will need to resort to nonpeaceful means to do so.

The most consequential change to cross-strait dynamics has been 
Taiwan’s democratization and the emergence of a separate political 
identity. According to one long-running poll, whereas only 18 percent 
of those in Taiwan identified as “Taiwanese” in 1992 (the first year of 
the survey), now nearly 64 percent identify as such, while those who 
identify as “Chinese” has declined from 25.5 percent to 2.4 percent and 
those who identify as “both Taiwanese and Chinese” has declined from 
46 percent to 30 percent (see figure 4).42 Accompanying this rise in Tai-
wanese identity has been a steep decline in support for unification and 
increased support for independence (see figure 3). 

Taiwan’s growing alienation from China is driven above all by the 
PRC’s turn toward even greater authoritarianism and its violation of 
“One Country, Two Systems” in Hong Kong, which remains its pro-
posed model for Taiwan. Under that arrangement, which Deng Xia-
oping first introduced in the 1980s, the ROC would cease to exist, the 
PRC would govern Taiwan as a “special administrative region,” and it 
would control the island’s foreign and defense affairs. Taiwan would 
be allowed to maintain a separate economic and social system, and it 
would be granted a “high degree of autonomy” to oversee its internal 
affairs, but Beijing would be able to exercise a veto over Taipei’s leaders. 

In recent years, however, Beijing has made clear that it has no inten-
tion of honoring the legally binding commitments that it made when it 
took possession of Hong Kong, which has had chilling effects in Taiwan. 
In 2019, after Hong Kong’s government put forth a bill that would 
allow individuals from Hong Kong to be extradited to the PRC, mas-
sive protests erupted, which police quelled using tear gas and rubber 
bullets. Although Hong Kong’s government eventually withdrew the 
bill, China imposed a “national security law” the following year that 
severely curtails the rights of Hong Kong residents by targeting crimes 
of “secession” and “subversion.” The authorities have arrested protes-
tors, former opposition lawmakers, and journalists under the auspices 
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of this and earlier laws, demonstrating the meaninglessness of China’s 
pledges that Hong Kong would “enjoy a high degree of autonomy” 
and that its people would enjoy freedom of speech, of the press, and  
of assembly.43

As these events in Hong Kong were unfolding, Taiwanese concerns 
about unification increased dramatically. Rather than providing reas-
surances to Taiwan or putting forward another proposal for unification 
that would guarantee Taiwanese more rights and freedoms, China has 
moved in the opposite direction. The Chinese government insists that 
the implementation of One Country, Two Systems in Hong Kong is a 
“resounding success” and continues to view it as “the best approach to 
realizing national reunification” with Taiwan. Interestingly, however, 
Beijing has made clear that “One Country is the precondition and foun-
dation of Two Systems; Two Systems is subordinate to and derives from 
One Country.”44 Presumably, this means that if protests were to occur 

Public opinion polling of residents of Taiwan

Note: Non-responses are excluded.

Taiwanese Identity Has Increased Over Time

Figure 4

Source: Election Study Center, National Chengchi University.
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in Taiwan following unification, the PRC would impose limits on the 
separate social systems, as it has done in Hong Kong. 

The Chinese government has also reduced the number of guaran-
tees it would offer to Taiwan under One Country, Two Systems, ren-
dering an already unappealing proposal even more so. Whereas Beijing 
formerly pledged that the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) would not 
have a presence in Taiwan and that Taiwan could maintain some sem-
blance of a military, in a major speech in 2019 Xi did not provide this 
reassurance. Xi also did not guarantee that Taiwan would be allowed 
to maintain its political institutions following unification. Instead, he 
pledged that “the social system and lifestyles of Taiwan compatriots 
will be fully respected…and the private property, religious beliefs, 
and legitimate rights and interests of Taiwan compatriots will be fully 
guaranteed.”45 Beijing, however, could be expected to define “legitimate 
rights and interests” narrowly, to exclude most political rights.

Regardless of the specific offer Beijing makes to Taipei, its pledges 
will not be taken seriously given its actions in Hong Kong. Despite the 
Sino-British Joint Declaration’s status as a recognized international 
treaty, China’s foreign ministry spokesman explicitly dismissed it as 
a “historical document” that “no longer has any practical significance, 
and it is not at all binding for the central government’s management 
over Hong Kong.” 46 As long as China continues to put forward One 
Country, Two Systems as the only basis for peaceful unification and 
flouts this arrangement in Hong Kong, the likelihood of peacefully 
resolving cross-strait differences is remote.

As the prospect of achieving peaceful unification grows more remote, 
China will increasingly employ coercive tools against Taiwan. 

China is already using a range of tools against Taiwan to achieve its 
political objectives, including military threats, diplomatic pressure, 
economic sanctions, information campaigns, and psychological oper-
ations (see figure 5). Although Beijing continues to develop its mili-
tary options for Taiwan contingencies—which could take the form of 
a quarantine or blockade of the island, missile strikes against critical 
infrastructure, the seizure of one or more of Taiwan’s offshore islands, 
or a full invasion—the risk that these options carry means it likely views 
force as the last resort. Instead, the PRC will presumably attempt to 
gain control of Taiwan by leveraging an array of coercive instruments. 
Although the PRC views coercion as being consistent with peaceful 
unification, Taiwan and the United States would argue that relying on 
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such pressure is incompatible with a consensual resolution of cross-
strait issues. Nonetheless, in the years ahead, this pressure will likely 
intensify and could enter a qualitatively new realm.

Beijing’s preferred course of action is to take a series of diplomatic, 
economic, military, and covert steps that taken alone do not rise to the 
level of prompting an international response but together could cause 
the Taiwanese people to lose faith in their ability to resist and doubt that 
countries will assist them. The Chinese government’s hope is that this 
prompts the Taiwanese public to support political leaders who favor 
negotiated acquiescence to its political demands.

On the diplomatic front, China is attempting to peel away the 
roughly dozen remaining countries that maintain diplomatic relations 
with Taiwan by offering them economic inducements to instead estab-
lish diplomatic ties with the PRC. These relationships are important 
to Taiwan for a number of reasons; these countries often advocate for 
Taiwan’s participation in international organizations, and formal dip-
lomatic ties with countries provide a psychological boost to the Tai-
wanese people. During President Tsai’s administration, to signal its 
displeasure that she did not explicitly endorse the 1992 Consensus (a 
formulation whereby Taiwan agrees that there is one China in the world 
but asserts that there are different interpretations as to which govern-
ment is the rightful representative of China), the PRC has persuaded 
nine countries—Burkina Faso, the Dominican Republic, El Salvador, 
Honduras, Kiribati, Nicaragua, Panama, Sao Tome and Principe, and 
the Solomon Islands—to sever diplomatic relations with Taiwan. Bei-
jing also pressures countries to narrow their unofficial relations with 
Taiwan, which is an even more worrisome development because Tai-
wan’s most important relationships are with countries that do not for-
mally recognize it.

China is also blocking Taiwan’s participation in the world’s leading 
international organizations, which require that members be sovereign 
states recognized as such by their peers. Without UN membership, 
Taiwan can only participate in meetings within the UN system when 
China allows it to do so, and China uses this leverage as a bargaining 
chip. For instance, after Taiwanese President Ma Ying-jeou endorsed 
the 1992 Consensus, China allowed Taiwan to participate in meetings 
of the World Health Assembly from 2009 to 2016 under the name “Chi-
nese Taipei.” In 2013, China allowed Taiwan to attend the International 
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) assembly as a “special guest” of 
the president of the ICAO Council. When President Tsai declined to 
endorse the 1992 Consensus, China intervened to ensure that Taiwan 
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Coercive actions during the presidency of Tsai Ing-wen, as of April 2023
China’s Coercion of Taiwan Is Vast and Persistent

Figure 5
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would not be allowed to participate in any such meetings. Today, Tai-
wanese passport holders cannot even visit the United Nations head-
quarters in New York as tourists due to PRC pressure.

In recent years, China’s attempts to constrain Taiwan’s international 
space have intensified. Chinese diplomats interrupted the proceedings 
of an international meeting on conflict diamonds (the Kimberly Pro-
cess) in Australia until the hosts forced Taiwan’s delegation to leave.47 
Chinese officials in Fiji disrupted Taiwan’s national day reception by 
attempting to intimidate guests, and, after being confronted, physically 
assaulting a Taiwanese official.48 China has also put pressure on mul-
tinational companies to alter their websites so that Taiwan is not dis-
played as a country in drop-down menus.

China has already employed economic coercion against Taiwan 
and could both expand the scope of such pressure and use it to influ-
ence domestic politics in Taiwan. After President Tsai came into office, 
China placed limits on tourism to Taiwan. In 2021, China banned the 
import of Taiwanese pineapples (90 percent of Taiwan’s pineapple 
exports went to China), and subsequently banned Taiwanese wax and 
sugar apples, grouper, and meat.49 Beijing’s most significant moves to 
date followed U.S. Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan, 
after which it announced import bans on more than two thousand Tai-
wanese agricultural products and introduced an export ban on natural 
sand to Taiwan (a critical input to the manufacture of semiconduc-
tors).50 China has also pressured Taiwanese companies operating in 
the PRC to publicly voice support for the 1992 Consensus and oppose 
Taiwan independence.51 And China typically targets industries and 
regions in Taiwan that support the DPP in an attempt to harm the par-
ty’s electoral chances.

China has also regularized military activity in the Taiwan Strait and 
established a new baseline for its operations. This shift is most starkly 
visible in the PLA’s near-daily flights through Taiwan’s self-declared air 
defense identification zone (ADIZ); in 2022, Chinese military aircraft 
entered this airspace on 268 of 365 days (see figure 6). In addition to 
increasing the frequency of these flights, the PLA has increased their 
sophistication, including its most advanced fighter jets, nuclear-capable 
bombers, and early warning aircraft in the patrols. In addition, follow-
ing Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan, the PLA effectively erased the median line in 
the Taiwan Strait, an important demarcation that helped the two sides 
avoid incidents by operating across that line. During that same period, 
the PLA fired ballistic missiles around Taiwan (including at least one 
that flew over the island), operated near Taiwan’s territorial seas, and 
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Chinese Military Planes Are Entering Taiwan’s ADIZ With 
Increasing Frequency

Figure 6

Source: Taiwan Ministry of National Defense, data compiled by Gerald Brown and Ben Lewis.
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established a presence of naval vessels closer to Taiwan. These actions 
have real operational consequences, allowing the PLA to conduct 
exercises for Taiwan contingencies and test the readiness of Taiwan’s 
military, shrink the warning time that would be available if it chose to 
initiate hostilities, and potentially disguise the opening salvo of a con-
flict as a routine exercise.

China will look to increase the scope and intensity of its coercive 
activities aimed at Taiwan. The South China Sea offers an instruc-
tive case study and demonstrates that China will seek to take piece-
meal actions that cannot be reversed to create a new baseline or “new 
normal.” These “gray zone” tactics are especially effective against 
Taiwan because its leaders have fewer options to respond and cannot 
afford to be seen as escalating cross-strait tensions or causing a crisis; 
Beijing is able to exploit this asymmetry and act without fear of losing 
control of escalatory dynamics. In addition, because any one of these 
actions, taken in isolation, does not pose an existential threat to Taiwan, 
it is far more difficult for the United States to respond without being 
seen as fueling tensions.

One area that China is likely to turn to, with the South China Sea 
again serving as a precedent, is “lawfare,” or the use of law as a weapon of 
conflict. China could choose to unilaterally declare that it will not respect 
Taiwan’s territorial waters or airspace or that it will administer Tai-
wan’s waters and airspace because, in its view, Taiwan is a part of China 
and the PRC is the sole legal government of China. It could follow this 
announcement by sailing ships within twelve nautical miles of Taiwan’s 
coast and even flying military aircraft over the island of Taiwan. Doing 
so would force Taiwan’s military to either ignore a blatant violation of its 
sovereignty, which would deal a significant blow to the Taiwanese gov-
ernment’s credibility, or to fire the first shot and risk being seen as the ini-
tiator of a conflict. Particularly worrisome is a scenario in which Beijing 
requires civilian aircraft and cargo vessels heading for Taiwan to submit 
to PRC aviation and customs control on the grounds that the PRC has 
jurisdiction over the waters and airspace surrounding Taiwan. There is 
already evidence that the PRC could be contemplating such an action: 
following President Tsai’s meeting with U.S. Speaker of the House Kevin 
McCarthy in California in April 2023, the PRC announced an inspec-
tion operation in the Taiwan Strait and reserved the right to board cargo 
ships. Though it appears that China did not actually board any ship, this 
could be the first step in testing such a tactic.52
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The chance of a conflict will rise as Xi Jinping approaches the end of his 
tenure and the basis of his legitimacy shifts from delivering economic 
growth to satisfying Chinese nationalism. 

The biggest question going forward is what Xi Jinping’s intentions 
are vis-à-vis Taiwan and how important he deems the subjugation of 
Taiwan for his legacy. Although he has not put an explicit timeline on 
achieving unification with Taiwan and continues to assert a preference 
for peaceful unification (while keeping open the option to use military 
force), indicators suggest that he could seek to resolve this issue on  
his watch.

Xi has repeatedly linked unification with Taiwan to the “rejuvena-
tion of the Chinese nation,” which he has stated must be achieved by 
2049.53 Beijing’s 2022 white paper on Taiwan asserts that achieving 
unification “is indispensable” and “an essential step” for achieving Chi-
na’s rejuvenation. The paper continues, “The Taiwan question arose as 
a result of weakness and chaos in our nation, and it will be resolved as 
national rejuvenation becomes a reality.”54 Xi’s subsequent report to 
the Twentieth National Congress of the Communist Party of China 
notes, “Resolving the Taiwan question and realizing China’s complete 
reunification is…a natural requirement for realizing the rejuvenation 
of the Chinese nation.” 55 Xi went even further in his March 2023 speech 
to the National People’s Congress, asserting that achieving unification 
“is the essence of national rejuvenation.” 56 Although Xi is not the first 
Chinese leader to tie unification with rejuvenation, he is linking the two 
more explicitly than any of his predecessors.

Taken at face value, an implicit timeline of 2049 would give the 
United States ample time to reinforce deterrence and prepare for a 
potential conflict in the Taiwan Strait, with the goal of heading one off. 
It would also provide the opportunity for a successor to Xi to emerge 
who might not be as wedded to this timeline. Given that Xi most likely 
will not be ruling China in 2049 (he would be ninety-six years old), 
the question turns to whether he is determined to resolve this on his 
watch and is working under a tighter timeline. Xi has stated that the 
Taiwan issue “cannot be passed from generation to generation,” which 
could mean that he will not hand this off to his successor.57 Xi clearly 
sees himself as a pivotal leader who should go down in history on par 
with Mao Zedong. It is unclear, however, what he would point to as his 
achievements to justify such a claim. Taking Taiwan, something that 
eluded Mao and Deng, would cement his place in history. Thus, there 
is a possibility that Xi is growing impatient with the status quo and 
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believes that Taiwan is central to his legacy. That said, windows into Xi’s 
thinking are far from clear.

Senior U.S. officials have echoed this line of analysis, indicating that 
they believe Xi could be determined to bring Taiwan under the PRC’s 
control in an abbreviated timeline. CIA Director William Burns stated 
in July 2022 that he “wouldn’t underestimate…Xi’s determination to 
assert China’s control” over Taiwan and that “the risks of that become 
higher…the further into this decade that you get.” 58 Director of 
National Intelligence Avril Haines assessed that the threat to Taiwan “is 
critical or acute between now and 2030.” 59 Secretary of State Antony 
Blinken stated, “What’s changed is this: the decision by the government 
in Beijing that that status quo is no longer acceptable, that they wanted 
to speed up the process by which they would pursue reunification.” 60 
Finally, Admiral John Aquilino, commander of U.S. Indo-Pacific Com-
mand (INDOPACOM), noted, “I see actions that give me concern that 
the timeline is shrinking” and that “this problem is much closer to us 
than most think.” 61 Such assessments could suggest that Xi is focused 
on achieving progress on Taiwan to mark the hundredth anniversary 
of the establishment of the PLA or the end of his third term (2027) or 
fourth term (2032).

Beyond a desire to build his legacy, Xi could also be driven by the 
need to rebuild the foundation for the CCP’s political legitimacy. For 
over four decades, the CCP has enjoyed an implicit social contract with 
the Chinese people whereby it delivers sustained economic growth and, 
in exchange, its monopoly on power is not challenged. China’s econ-
omy has not contracted since Deng Xiaoping ushered in the period of 
“reform and opening” in late 1978, with its economy expanding by an 
average of more than 9 percent annually from 1980 to 2021. Over that 
period, China’s annual GDP has increased nearly fifty-fold, from $300 
billion to $14.9 trillion.62 But China is now confronted with an array 
of issues, above all an aging and shrinking population and slowing pro-
ductivity growth. Investing in infrastructure and the property sector, 
the CCP’s favored tool to prop up economic growth, has run its course. 
Xi’s policies—principally his turn toward statism, his crackdown on 

Beyond a desire to build his legacy, Xi could 
also be driven by the need to rebuild the 
foundation for the CCP’s political legitimacy.
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innovative technology companies, his embrace of a zero-COVID 
policy for three years, his failure to implement much-needed economic 
reforms, and his assertive foreign policy that has prompted countries 
to rethink economic ties—have also contributed to China’s economic 
challenges.63 U.S. policies, above all export controls on advanced tech-
nologies, will also make it harder for China to achieve sustained growth. 
As a result, China is likely entering a long-term economic slowdown.

As China’s economic growth has slowed under Xi, he has increas-
ingly turned to nationalism to justify the CCP’s monopoly on power. 
With a further downturn, he could turn to the Taiwan issue to rally sup-
port for the CCP and his personal rule. As Xi approaches the end of his 
tenure and looks toward his legacy, the risk of a conflict over Taiwan 
will grow.
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Economics

Taiwan’s critical role in global supply chains—above all semiconductor 
production—acts as a brake to hostilities but does not diminish China’s 
desire to gain control over Taiwan. 

It is difficult to overstate the critical role that Taiwan plays in the global 
semiconductor market. Taiwanese companies hold a 68 percent market 
share in the manufacture of semiconductors (see figure 7). Taiwan 
Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC) is the world’s larg-
est contract chipmaker and produces around 90 percent of the world’s 
leading-edge semiconductors.64 No other company can produce chips 
at scale as sophisticated as the ones TSMC manufactures. These chips 
provide the computing power for everything from smartphones to 
weapons and cars, many of which require thousands of chips to func-
tion, and form the foundation of military, economic, and geopolitical 
power.65

China is highly reliant on chips manufactured in Taiwan, to man-
ufacture products both for export (e.g., iPhones) and for its domestic 
market. In 2022, China imported $415 billion worth of semiconductors, 
exceeding its imports of oil.66 China has sought to reduce its reliance 
on imported semiconductors by building a domestic supply chain and 
developing globally competitive national semiconductor champions. In 
2014, it established a $23 billion Integrated Circuit Industry Investment 
Fund (also known as the Big Fund). Various subnational governments 
then created additional sister funds that invested in domestic semicon-
ductor firms, including a $32 billion fund established by the Beijing 
municipal government.67 The following year, China unveiled Made in 
China 2025, an ambitious industrial policy that explicitly set a target of 
reaching 40 percent self-sufficiency in chips by 2020 and 70 percent by 
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Market share of semiconductor foundries, 2021

Led by TSMC, Taiwanese Companies Dominate the Global 
Semiconductor Market

Figure 7

Source: CFR research.
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2025. As China plowed money into developing semiconductor exper-
tise, its two largest state-owned semiconductor firms, Tsinghua Uni-
group and Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation 
(SMIC), received government support equivalent to more than 30 per-
cent of their annual revenue.68

These efforts have thus far borne little fruit, and China has failed 
to produce a serious rival to TSMC. Far from reaching its goal of 70 
percent self-sufficiency, China reportedly has a self-sufficiency in semi-
conductors that is closer to 16 percent.69 Reports of serious corruption 
in China’s Big Fund have surfaced.70 Tsinghua Unigroup and SMIC, 
plagued by inefficiencies and high debt, have made limited progress. 
Further, they are led by former TSMC executives, which demonstrates 
Beijing’s continued reliance on Taiwanese expertise.71
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China’s dependence on imported chips is a major vulnerability, one 
exacerbated by U.S. export controls imposed in 2022 that place severe 
restrictions on the ability of companies (both U.S. and foreign) to sell 
both advanced chips and the equipment used to manufacture them to 
China and that bar U.S. persons from providing services to China’s 
semiconductor firms.72 Despite their best efforts, PRC semiconduc-
tor firms remain wholly reliant on foreign technology and equipment, 
which are almost entirely produced by the United States or its close 
allies and are covered by these restrictions. 

President Tsai, among others, has referred to Taiwan’s dominance 
of the semiconductor manufacturing industry as a “silicon shield” 
that deters China from invading the island.73 Like-minded analysts 
argue that China is so dependent on Taiwanese chips that it cannot 
afford a war that would destroy these foundries or render them inop-
erable, because such an outcome would devastate China’s economy. 
China’s interest in ensuring that unification can occur at some point 
in the future, however, trumps such economic considerations. Thus, if 
Taiwan were to formally declare independence, China would almost 
certainly attack regardless of the economic fallout, having accepted the 
enormous cost of an attack.

Some take the opposite stance, arguing that Taiwan’s dominance 
of semiconductor manufacturing makes a Chinese assault more likely 
because if China seizes these foundries, it could immediately solve 
its domestic chip production problem and even turn this tool against 
countries like the United States. China’s desire to achieve unification 
with Taiwan, however, predates the semiconductor industry and should 
not be ascribed to the latter’s semiconductor prowess. In addition, even 
if China seized Taiwan, it would be wholly incapable of operating Tai-
wan’s fabrication facilities (or “fabs” in industry speak). These facto-
ries require deep operational expertise, and Taiwan’s engineers would 
almost certainly flee during a conflict or refuse to work for future Chi-
nese owners. The facilities also need continued access to U.S. and allied 
technologies and equipment to function, and the United States would 
presumably refuse to provide any support if China were to gain control 
over Taiwan.

The extent to which Taiwan, China, and the United States are inte-
grated through global supply chains and rely on one another for critical 
inputs in part deters all three parties from acting irresponsibly and gives 
each a stake in preserving the status quo. At the same time, political 
considerations will trump economic ones if a Chinese leader believes 
that peaceful unification is irreversibly drifting out of reach. If Xi or his 
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successor reaches that conclusion and believes that a military operation 
can succeed, they will likely order the use of force regardless of the dire 
economic consequences. At the same time, a Chinese leader is unlikely 
to order an invasion out of the fanciful assumption that doing so is an 
easy way to solve China’s inability to produce advanced chips.

In addition to the devastation for the people of Taiwan, a conflict would 
also trigger a global economic depression and an open-ended era of  
hostility between the world’s two leading powers. 

Any conflict over Taiwan would devastate the global economy by clos-
ing off vital shipping lanes, halting the production and delivery of semi-
conductors, and likely stopping trade between China and the West. 
According to one study, a Chinese blockade of Taiwan would cause $2.5 
trillion in annual global economic losses by bringing countless supply 
chains to a halt and forcing them to try to move forward without Tai-
wanese components.74

Almost every electronic device contains chips, many of which are 
made in Taiwan (see figure 8). Losing access to these chips would 
cause global production of smartphones to be at least halved, and the 
manufacture of everything from computers to cars, weapons, and 
microwaves would be severely constrained. Many of the biggest U.S. 
companies, from Apple to General Motors, would struggle to produce 
anything. Replacing lost Taiwanese capacity would take years.

Taiwan’s location astride major shipping arteries, principally the 
South China Sea and East China Sea, would force trade in the region 
to a standstill while a blockade or attack was ongoing. A conflict over 
Taiwan would also dramatically increase insurance premiums and ship-
ping costs for commercial carriers and producers. In 2016, the UN Con-
ference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) estimated that roughly 
80 percent of global trade by volume and 70 percent by value is trans-
ported by sea. Of that maritime trade, 60 percent passes through Asia, 
with the South China Sea carrying an estimated one-third of global 
shipping.75 Another study estimated that $3.4 trillion in trade passed 
through the South China Sea in 2016; despite significant disruptions 
to maritime activity associated with COVID-19 between 2020 and 
2022, these numbers are still roughly accurate today.76 Approximately 
48 percent of the world’s 5,400 operational container ships and 88 per-
cent of the world’s largest ships by tonnage passed through the Taiwan 
Strait in 2022.77 Most, if not all, of these commercial ships would have 
to find alternate routes during a conflict, stressing and potentially even 
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Semiconductor demand by end use, 2021
Semiconductors Enable Modern Life and Are Critical to Economies

Figure 8

Source: Semiconductor Industry Association.
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breaking global supply chains, with huge ramifications for companies  
and consumers alike.

During a conflict in the Taiwan Strait, the United States would pre-
sumably heavily sanction China and halt most trade with it, whether 
or not it decides to intervene militarily on Taiwan’s behalf. U.S.-China 
trade in goods in 2022 reached a record high of nearly $700 billion, with 
the United States importing $537 billion of Chinese products.78 As 
the COVID-19 pandemic revealed, many goods produced in China, in 
this case personal protective equipment, are difficult to source at scale 
from other countries. If China were to attack Taiwan, the rupture of 
U.S.-China trade relations would also severely hurt U.S. businesses and 
consumers.

While there is a lively debate on whether the United States and 
China are already locked in a cold war, a hot war over Taiwan would 
set off open-ended hostility between the two largest economies in 
the world and two nuclear-armed powers. It is virtually impossible 
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to imagine Washington and Beijing working together in a meaning-
ful way to address global issues such as public health, climate change, 
or nonproliferation either during or after a war over Taiwan. In addi-
tion, although countries throughout the world do not want to choose 
between the United States and China, a direct clash between the two 
countries would increase pressure on third countries to take sides,  
likely locking in opposing blocs for years or decades. The world after 
a war between the United States and China would be far poorer, more 
insecure, and less able to contend with global challenges.

Taiwan’s dependence on trade with China provides Beijing with lever-
age over Taipei that could reduce the latter’s options during a crisis.

Taiwan is highly reliant on international trade to generate economic 
growth, with trade equaling roughly 103 percent of its annual (nominal) 
GDP.79 China, as Taiwan’s largest trading partner, is the biggest con-
tributor to Taiwan’s GDP. Semiconductors accounted for 62 percent 
of the island’s exports to China in 2021, with the total value of those 
sales reaching $155 billion. In the first half of 2022, China imported $79 
billion worth of chips from Taiwan.80 In addition to semiconductors, 
major Taiwanese exports to China include machinery, plastics, rub-
bers, and chemical products. 

Beijing could intensify its economic pressure on Taipei to extract 
concessions or force it to enter political negotiations. If this were to 
happen, Taiwan would have to choose between its continued autonomy 
and its economic livelihood, a reality that provides China with leverage 
over Taiwan. To be sure, a Chinese decision to significantly cut trade 
with Taiwan would also deal a devastating blow to its own economy 
given its reliance on Taiwanese semiconductors, but Beijing can pre-
sumably afford to be less responsive to its citizens than Taipei.

China has already employed economic coercion against countries 
around the world, including Australia, Japan, Lithuania, Norway, and 
the Philippines, as well as Taiwan. This has included limiting Chinese 
tourism to Taiwan, increasing port inspections of Taiwanese goods, 
banning some Taiwanese agricultural and food products, and halting 
the export of natural sand to Taiwan. China has also pressured Taiwan-
ese companies operating in the PRC to publicly support the 1992 Con-
sensus and oppose Taiwanese independence, in essence asserting that 
as a precondition of their ability to do business in China.

At the same time, China has refrained from employing its most 
powerful economic tools. Instead, it has pursued an economic strategy 
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that has both carrots (incentivizing Taiwanese businesses to invest in 
the PRC) and sticks (punishing DPP supporters). In doing so, China 
is seeking to influence Taiwan’s political trajectory by promoting pro-
China voices and creating divisions within Taiwan. Thus, even though 
cross-strait relations have deteriorated since 2016, China has not sus-
pended any of its major economic agreements with Taiwan and has 
continued to introduce preferential policies for Taiwanese businesses.81 
As a result, China has left itself with plenty of levers that it could pull in 
the future to increase Taiwan’s economic pain.

U.S. and allied reliance on semiconductors produced in Taiwan raises 
the stakes for the United States and the West in a conflict. 

Although semiconductors were invented in the United States, the 
world’s leading chips are designed domestically, and U.S. companies 
continue to produce specialized tools needed to manufacture semicon-
ductors, the United States lacks the capacity to produce cutting-edge 
chips, and has seen market share across all types of chips decline sub-
stantially. U.S. fabs produced 37 percent of the world’s chips in 1990, 
but this number fell by nearly two-thirds to 13 percent by 2010.82 The 
United States relies on semiconductors produced in Taiwan (and to a 
far lesser extent South Korea) for roughly 90 percent of its supply of 
highly advanced logic chips.83 Apple’s most advanced semiconductors, 
which contain billions of transistors, can only be produced in a single 
building within TSMC’s sprawling campus in Taiwan.84

In addition to being integral to consumer electronics, chips also 
power every advanced weapon. U.S. Commerce Secretary Gina Rai-
mondo, for instance, has noted that one Javelin anti-tank missile requires 
more than 250 chips and warned that at one point semiconductor short-
ages were hampering the ability of the United States to continue sup-
plying weapons to Ukraine.85 If China were to blockade Taiwan and 
cut off its international trade, companies that rely on semiconductors 
manufactured in Taiwan would have their annual revenue reduced by 
up to $1.6 trillion.86 Many U.S. companies, including defense conglom-
erates, would need to dramatically dial back production, with serious 
consequences for U.S. economic and national security.

Recognizing this vulnerability, in 2022 Congress passed the CHIPS 
and Science Act, which provides $52 billion to jumpstart domestic 
semiconductor manufacturing, research and development, and work-
force development.87 Since 2020, more than three dozen U.S. com-
panies, including industry giants Intel and Micron Technology, have 
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pledged to invest nearly $200 billion in semiconductor manufacturing 
in the United States.88 In addition, with significant U.S. encourage-
ment, TSMC committed to building a semiconductor manufacturing 
facility in Arizona and later tripled its planned investment to $40 bil-
lion and added a second facility. As they become operational in 2024 
and 2026, TSMC’s Arizona facilities are projected to produce six hun-
dred thousand wafers (the discs that chips are made on) annually, with 
an estimated end-product value of more than $40 billion.89

Even if this limited onshoring is successful, the United States will  
not become self-sufficient in semiconductor manufacturing for 
decades. TSMC has stated that it has no intention of moving research 
and development off Taiwan, and its plants in Arizona will need con-
stant connections to Taiwan (e.g., engineers flying back and forth) to 
operate. Furthermore, TSMC has shown no desire to move its most 
advanced chipmaking capabilities from Taiwan. It is also unclear how 
the United States will replicate the ecosystem that Taiwan enjoys, 
principally hundreds of suppliers of critical inputs a short drive from 
TSMC’s facilities. The United States will also need to undertake signif-
icant statutory, regulatory, and permitting reform if it wants to attract 
additional investments in semiconductor fabs and address its severe 
shortage of qualified engineers.90 In short, much more domestic invest-
ment in advanced manufacturing capacity will be required to ensure 
long-run competitive advantages in the U.S. chip sector.91 The United 
States will remain highly reliant on chips produced in Taiwan for the 
foreseeable future, which gives it a large stake in deterring a conflict 
over Taiwan.

U.S. and allied economic interdependence with China would compli-
cate efforts to resist Chinese aggression against Taiwan and impose 
costs on Beijing. 

A crucial lesson of the war in Ukraine is that economic interdepen-
dence does not prevent conflict and could in fact give the aggressor per-
ceived leverage. Although some European leaders, most prominently 
former German Chancellor Angela Merkel, believed that close energy 
ties would restrain Russian President Vladimir Putin by tying Russian 
economic growth to continued peace in Europe, Putin weaponized this 
interdependence. Putin concluded that European countries would not 
impose heavy economic sanctions on Russia because doing so would 
inflict economic devastation on their economies. Though he miscalcu-
lated and European countries chose to impose sanctions at substantial 
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economic cost to themselves, economic interdependence did not deter 
Putin and could have in fact contributed to his decision to go to war. In 
addition, while the United States and its European and Asian allies have 
sanctioned Russia, many countries have remained on the sidelines.

A similar dynamic could play out over Taiwan, with China calcu-
lating that countries are so dependent on access to its market and its 
manufacturing capacity that they would not impose meaningful sanc-
tions if it invaded Taiwan. Indeed, U.S. allies in the Indo-Pacific such 
as Australia, Japan, and South Korea count China as their number one 
trading partner. Europe’s largest economy, Germany, does as well. If 
a Chinese attack on Taiwan occurs while sanctions against Russia 
remain in place, countries could conclude that they cannot afford 
to sanction both China and Russia at the same time and absorb the  
economic consequences.

China, however, is not leaving this to chance and is seeking to harden 
its economy to be less vulnerable to sanctions.92 It is actively pursuing 
a strategy to make countries more economically reliant on China and 
to decrease its exposure to the global economy by indigenizing foreign 
technology and supply chains.93 Recognizing that it is still vulnerable 
to technological bottlenecks, above all in semiconductors, China’s 
most recent five-year plan stresses the need to achieve technological 
self-reliance and gives national security considerations equal weight as 
economic development.94 The CCP’s 2021 historical resolution touted 
its commitment to making “self-reliance in science and technology the 
strategic pillar for the country’s development.”95

Beyond these strategies and plans, China is taking tangible steps to 
“sanctions-proof” its economy. In 2020, China introduced an Export 
Control Law, which provides the basis for China to restrict exports on 
national security grounds.96 The following year, China introduced an 

If a Chinese attack on Taiwan occurs while 
sanctions against Russia remain in place, 
countries could conclude that they cannot 
afford to sanction both Russia and China 
at the same time and absorb the economic 
consequences.
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Anti-Foreign Sanctions Law, which establishes a framework to punish 
foreign companies that comply with sanctions targeting China.97 China 
presumably hopes that these laws will deter countries from sanctioning 
China by making clear that it could halt the export of critical commodi-
ties such as rare earth minerals in response to export controls placed in 
the wake of an invasion of Taiwan. China is also promoting use of the 
renminbi (RMB) for international transactions and trying to reduce its 
dependence on the U.S. dollar through currency swap agreements and 
other measures. Further, it is increasing its reserve of essential supplies, 
such as crude oil and food.

U.S. and allied economic interdependence with China (or, more 
accurately, dependence on China), paired with Chinese efforts to pro-
mote self-reliance, could prompt Xi to assess that sanctions would hurt 
the countries doing the sanctioning more than China. As a result, he 
could conclude that countries will be hesitant to levy draconian sanc-
tions in response to Chinese aggression against Taiwan. If Chinese 
policies to promote indigenization and reduce reliance on foreign tech-
nology prove successful, the prospect of sanctions is less likely to influ-
ence Xi’s calculus over time.
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Security

In addition to having a legal obligation to maintain the capacity  
to defend Taiwan, the United States has vital strategic reasons for  
doing so. 

A Chinese assault on Taiwan would gravely undermine an array of 
U.S. interests and weaken its position in the world’s most economi-
cally consequential region. If China were to successfully annex Taiwan, 
such an outcome would also decisively shift the military balance of 
power in Asia in China’s favor and make it far more difficult for the 
United States to defend its treaty allies or prevent a Chinese bid for  
regional hegemony.

Taiwan has inherent military value, and thus its fate will in large 
part determine the U.S. military’s ability to operate in the region. As 
Assistant Secretary of Defense Ely Ratner noted, “Taiwan is located at 
a critical node within the first island chain, anchoring a network of U.S. 
allies and partners—stretching from the Japanese archipelago down 
to the Philippines and into the South China Sea—that is critical to the 
region’s security and critical to the defense of vital U.S. interests in the 
Indo-Pacific” (see figure 9).98 With Taiwan outside of its control and 
U.S. allies and partners arrayed throughout the first island chain, the 
PLA will struggle to project power far beyond China’s shores. If China 
were to annex Taiwan and base military assets, such as underwater sur-
veillance devices, submarines, and air defense units on the island, how-
ever, it would be able to limit the U.S. military’s operations in the region 
and in turn its ability to defend its Asian allies.99 U.S. policymakers 
should therefore understand that it is not only Taiwan’s future at stake 
but also the future of the first island chain and the ability to preserve 
U.S. access and influence throughout the Western Pacific.
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What happens in the Taiwan Strait will also have enormous implica-
tions for the future of U.S. alliances in the region, which constitute the 
United States’ most important asymmetric advantage vis-à-vis China. If 

Taiwan’s Location Along the First Island Chain Anchors a Network of 
U.S. Allies

Figure 9
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the United States chose to stand aside in the face of Chinese aggression 
against Taiwan, U.S. allies would come to question whether they could rely 
on the United States. Having lost confidence in the U.S. commitment to 
their security, they would contemplate either accommodating China or 
hedging against it by growing their militaries or even developing nuclear 
weapons. Either outcome would result in diminished U.S. influence and 
increased global instability. The United States, for its part, would feel com-
pelled to take steps to shore up its allies’ confidence, which would likely 
result in riskier and costlier foreign policy decisions. 

A Chinese attack on Taiwan, regardless of its success, would also 
trigger a global economic depression by halting production of the vast 
majority of the world’s most advanced semiconductors. The United 
States would have to contend with a chip shortage that would force com-
panies across a range of industries to reduce or even halt production. 
As mentioned, a Chinese blockade of Taiwan that halts all of Taiwan’s 
international trade would cause $2.5 trillion in annual global economic 
losses, but this figure does not even take into account the second-order  
effects of possible sanctions, trade restrictions against China, the 
unavailability of equipment powered by Taiwanese chips that is criti-
cal for e-commerce, entertainment, and logistics, or the potential for 
military escalation.100 These repercussions would be catastrophic and 
hard to reverse.

Politically, Taiwan is one of Asia’s few democratic success stories 
and, according to one recent study, its freest society.101 Taiwan’s open 
political system demonstrates to PRC citizens that there is an alterna-
tive path of development for a majority ethnically Chinese society. As a 
result, Xi could well believe that Taiwan’s very existence poses a threat 
to the CCP. If China were to annex Taiwan by force, its democracy 
would almost certainly be extinguished, and its twenty-three million 
people would see their rights severely curtailed. Such a development 
would shake democracies around the world.

Taiwan’s fate also has important implications for international 
order, which have only been magnified by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. 
If China were to successfully absorb Taiwan in spite of Taiwanese resis-
tance, it would establish a pattern of authoritarian countries using force 
to attack democratic neighbors and change borders. The most basic 
pillar of international relations—that countries cannot use force to 
alter borders—would be destroyed.
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Deterrence is steadily eroding in the Taiwan Strait and is at risk of fail-
ing, increasing the likelihood of Chinese aggression. 

For decades, the United States could assume that U.S. intervention on 
Taiwan’s behalf would be decisive. U.S. arms provided Taiwan with a 
qualitative edge over the PLA, which lacked sophisticated weapons. 
As China prioritized economic development, military modernization 
took a back seat. The PLA was largely a ground-based force focused on 
China’s land borders rather than an expeditionary military that could 
project power over the Taiwan Strait. Thus, during the 1995–96 Taiwan 
Strait Crisis, the United States sailed two aircraft carrier strike groups 
toward the Taiwan Strait as a show of force.

Largely driven by the Taiwan Strait Crisis, as well as the 1999 acci-
dental U.S. bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade, Serbia, China 
embarked on a comprehensive military modernization campaign, with 
the aim of developing capabilities that could deter and, if need be, defeat 
the United States in China’s immediate periphery (often referred to 
as counter-intervention or anti-access/area-denial capabilities). For 
Beijing, Washington’s intervention in Kosovo had direct bearing on 
Taiwan, as it demonstrated that the United States was willing to use 
military force absent a UN mandate to carve off a piece of a sovereign 
state.102 Since then, preparing for a conflict in the Taiwan Strait has 
driven PLA force structure and procurement priorities.

China’s official defense budget is now $225 billion, nearly doubling 
since 2013.103 Even that remarkable growth, however, vastly understates 
the military capability that China has been able to build. China’s pub-
lished budget omits important categories such as research and devel-
opment and foreign weapons purchases, and DOD estimates that its 
actual military-related spending could be up to two times higher than 
its reported budget.104 Although U.S. defense spending outpaces Chi-
na’s, DOD has to spread its resources to prepare for a range of contin-
gencies around the world, while China devotes the bulk of its resources 
to preparing for conflicts on its periphery, above all one over Taiwan. 
In addition, China’s massive theft of U.S. defense−related intellectual 
property and dual-use technologies allows it to more cheaply develop 
new weapons.105 As a result, China has developed an array of capabil-
ities intended to win a war in the Taiwan Strait by delaying or denying 
U.S. intervention—principally ballistic missiles, submarines, modern 
air defense units stationed on China’s east coast and reclaimed land in 
the South China Sea that can range beyond Taiwan, and advanced fight-
ers and long-range bombers.
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As a result of these sustained investments, the PLA Navy (PLAN) 
is now numerically the largest navy in the world (though the United 
States continues to exceed it by tonnage), with 340 ships and subma-
rines, and is projected to add another 100 ships to its fleet by 2030. The 
PLA Air Force and PLAN Aviation together constitute the largest avi-
ation force in the Indo-Pacific, with more than 2,800 total aircraft, and 
they are rapidly catching up to Western air forces in terms of capability, 
according to DOD.106 The PLA has one thousand short-range ballistic 
missiles and six hundred medium-range ballistic missiles in its arse-
nal and is expected to use these missiles early in a conflict to destroy 
Taiwan’s military bases and critical infrastructure.107 The PLA is also 
improving its ability to undertake complex joint operations, conducting 

One element of U.S. policy that is increasingly debated is the approach 
known as strategic ambiguity. Under this policy, which is separate from 
the One China policy, the United States has chosen for decades not to 
explicitly state whether it would come to Taiwan’s defense.113 In essence, 
the United States has decided to keep both China and Taiwan guessing 
as to what it might do during a crisis, while reserving the option to come 
to Taiwan’s direct defense. Those who support this stance argue that it 
allows the United States to simultaneously deter both PRC aggression, 
as Beijing surely assumes that Washington would intervene on Taiwan’s 
behalf, as well as Taiwanese adventurism, as Taipei cannot be sure that 
Washington would intervene if it were seen as provoking a PRC attack. 114

Some experts, however, believe that strategic ambiguity has outlived 
its purpose and should be replaced with “strategic clarity” given cross-
strait dynamics.115 They point to the PRC’s continued military build-up 
aimed at Taiwan and the growing military imbalance in the Taiwan Strait; 
the political, economic, and military pressure the PRC is exerting on 
Taiwan; and evidence that Beijing is becoming impatient with the status 
quo. They argue that strategic ambiguity will not deter an increasingly 
capable, assertive China that could be tempted to use force against 
Taiwan. They also believe that placing an equal emphasis on deterring 

Spotlight: Whither Strategic Ambiguity?
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more frequent and realistic island-seizure exercises, and placing greater 
emphasis on developing information operations (e.g., cyberspace, 
space-based, and electronic warfare), all of which are geared toward 
giving it a viable option to use force against Taiwan.108 These capabili-
ties are intended to challenge the U.S. ability to effectively operate from 
its fixed bases in the Western Pacific and raise the costs of a U.S. inter-
vention on behalf of Taiwan.

In addition to its growing conventional capabilities, China is rap-
idly improving and expanding its nuclear arsenal, perhaps convinced 
that if it can stalemate the United States at the nuclear level, then it 
can keep a war over Taiwan limited to conventional weapons, where it 
believes it will soon be able to prevail.109 DOD assesses that China will  

Chinese adventurism and Taiwanese independence (referred to as dual 
deterrence) is not necessary, as the latter is unlikely to occur, but the 
former is a more pressing possibility. They assert that a U.S. shift to 
strategic clarity can and should be made in a way that is consistent with 
the United States’ One China policy. Supporters of strategic ambiguity 
counter that a change to strategic clarity could provoke the crisis that it 
seeks to avoid, embolden Taiwan to declare independence, or prompt 
Taiwan to become a free rider and not take its defense seriously.116

The Task Force did not reach a consensus on whether the United  
States should maintain strategic ambiguity or shift toward strategic 
clarity. The Task Force did, however, assess that, given the shifting 
military balance in the Indo-Pacific, U.S. policymakers should no longer 
assume that PRC leaders believe the United States can or would defend 
Taiwan. The Task Force concluded that the more pressing issue is for the 
United States to credibly demonstrate to the PRC that it has the military 
capacity and the will to come to Taiwan’s defense. The Task Force also 
assessed that, given President Biden’s comments on four occasions 
that the United States would defend Taiwan, his successors should not 
attempt to walk back these comments and should instead use them as the 
new baseline for U.S. declaratory policy.
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more than triple its nuclear arsenal by the end of this decade, from 400 
operational nuclear warheads in 2022 to 1,500 by 2035.110 According to 
U.S. Strategic Command, China already has more land-based inter-
continental-range missile launchers than the United States.111 In 2022, 
Admiral Charles Richard, then commander of U.S. Strategic Com-
mand, acknowledged that the PRC could use the nuclear threat during 
a conflict over Taiwan, stating that they “will likely use nuclear coercion 
to their advantage in the future.” 112

The war in Ukraine has almost certainly validated China’s grow-
ing emphasis on having a strong nuclear arsenal: President Biden 
argued that direct U.S. intervention on Ukraine’s side, by pitting two  
nuclear-armed powers against one another, would result in World War 
III. Throughout the conflict, the United States and its partners have 
refrained from providing Ukraine with certain capabilities out of fear 
that Putin could respond by using nuclear weapons. Xi could hope 
to deter direct U.S. intervention on Taiwan’s behalf through nuclear 
saber-rattling.

The United States can no longer assume that its direct intervention 
would be decisive. In addition, as Beijing continues to move the bal-
ance of power in the Taiwan Strait in its favor, its cost-benefit calculus 
is likely shifting. This raises the prospect that at the current trajectory, 
Beijing will at some point conclude that it could deter Washington from 
intervening on Taiwan’s behalf or hold off the United States should it 
choose to come to Taiwan’s defense.

China does not yet have the ability to invade and seize Taiwan in the 
face of U.S. intervention, but, barring a significant transformation 
of Taiwan’s military and sustained focus from the U.S. Department 
of Defense, it will likely gain the capability to do so by the end of  
the decade.

Despite the stunning advances the PLA has made over the past two 
decades, it does not yet have the ability to pull off an amphibious assault 
against Taiwan in the face of U.S. intervention, which would be one 
of the most difficult military operations in history (see figure 10).117 
Absent U.S. intervention, however, the PLA likely already has the abil-
ity to seize Taiwan.

General Mark Milley, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, has 
assessed that “it’ll be some time before the Chinese have the military 
capability and they’re ready to do it.” 118 One recent study organized 
by the National Defense University and conducted by leading experts 
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A Chinese Invasion of Taiwan Would Be Operationally Difficult

Figure 10

Sources: Britannica; Bloomberg; Hansen et al., University of Maryland; CFR research.
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There are few ports and beaches suitable for a large-scale amphibious assault, due to shallow 
water, steep coastline with sheer cliffs, and extensive manmade infrastructure near beaches.

Few viable landing sites

The island is mountainous, with peaks of over 10,000 feet, which would allow defenders to 
hide from an invading force and seize the high ground before attacking.

Terrain

Nearly 90 percent of the population lives in 10 cities, which serve as funneling features that 
aid the defender. China would likely have to conduct urban warfare to conquer the island.

Population density

Taiwan has few roads, tunnels, and railways that lead from landing sites to major cities, which 
its military could either defend or destroy.

Strategic chokepoints

An amphibious invasion across the 100-mile-wide Taiwan Strait is only feasible a few months 
out of the year, and PLA vessels would be vulnerable to submarines and anti-ship missiles.
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concluded, “A cross-strait invasion could potentially be decisive but 
probably lies beyond current PLA capabilities given known gaps in air-
lift, sealift, and logistics.” 119 Other experts emphasize the PLA’s lack 
of combat experience, its unproven ability to conduct combined-arms 
operations, and deficiencies in its training and logistics support.120

Some experts are less sanguine, with one former senior Defense 
Intelligence Agency official concluding that the PLA has probably 
already achieved initial capability for a war with the United States over 
Taiwan.121 Regardless of disagreements over the PLA’s current capabil-
ities, it is clear that China is rapidly addressing its shortcomings and 
developing a credible military option. Xi Jinping has articulated a goal 
of building the PLA into a “world-class” military by 2049, which pre-
sumably means that he seeks for the PLA to be on par with or even supe-
rior to the U.S. military by some measures. Further, the PLA added in 
2020 a milestone of accelerating the “integrated development of mecha-
nization, informatization, and intelligentization” by 2027, which marks 
the one-hundredth anniversary of the PLA’s founding. 

Many observers have linked this 2027 timeline with a Taiwan sce-
nario. CIA Director Burns noted that the United States knows “as a 
matter of intelligence” that Xi has ordered the PLA to be ready to invade 
Taiwan by 2027.122 DOD has concluded that if China achieves its 2027 
aims, it would “give the PLA capabilities to be a more credible military 
tool for the Chinese Communist Party to wield as it pursues Taiwan 
unification.” 123 Admiral Philip Davidson, when he was commander of 
U.S. Indo-Pacific Command, was more explicit, asserting, “I think the 
threat [to Taiwan] is manifest during this decade, in fact, in the next 
six years” (i.e., 2027).124 After he stepped down as commander, David-
son publicly commented, “within the next six years they will have the 
capability and the capacity to forcibly reunify with Taiwan, should 
they choose force to do it.” 125 Taiwan’s Minister of Defense Chiu Kuo-
cheng, meanwhile, has stated that China will have the ability to conduct 
a full-scale invasion of Taiwan by 2025.126

For years, many observers have pointed to the PLAN’s lack of 
amphibious landing ships and the absence of plans to significantly 
ramp up the production of these vessels as evidence that the PLA is not 
serious about invading Taiwan. Such analysis, however, is based on how 
the U.S. military would conduct such an operation and the capabilities 
it would need. It does not take into account that the PLA could be taking 
a different approach, namely, that of utilizing China’s massive civilian 
shipping fleet to transport troops across the Taiwan Strait during a con-
flict.127 Indeed, in 2020 and 2021 the PLA practiced using civilian ships 
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during training exercises.128 As one former senior Defense Intelligence 
Agency official concluded, there is “nothing in PLA writings on this 
subject to suggest this is a temporary measure, filling the gap until the 
Navy expands its own fleet of transports and auxiliary ships. Rather, 
this seems to be how Chinese leaders, civilian and military, think the 
PLA should function, leveraging the enormous resources of China’s 
civilian economy to support military operations.” 129 

There are additional signs that China is putting into place the pieces 
it would need to conduct an attack on Taiwan. For instance, in 2022 
China introduced a new law that would allow the PLA to more easily 
call up its reserve forces and replace combat losses during a war.130 In 
March 2023, China introduced amendments to the Legislation Law that 
enable it to pass regulations and laws more rapidly during emergencies; 
Beijing could use this during a Taiwan scenario to quickly push through 
a law that provides a legal basis for using force.131 Although China 
would need to take several additional steps to prepare for a conflict over 
Taiwan, such as securing its food supply and stockpiling semiconduc-
tors and other critical technologies, these indications suggest that it is 
becoming increasingly serious about preparing for a conflict.

China is working toward establishing the capacity to invade Taiwan, 
but it is unknowable whether Xi will call on the PLA to do so. Some 
observers doubt that there are few, if any, remaining beachheads in 
Taiwan that could support an amphibious landing, and advocate for 
exploring this possibility more thoroughly. China’s military capabil-
ities, however, are clearer, and the United States and Taiwan need to 
work under the assumption that Xi could choose to order an attack  
on Taiwan.

Despite some progress, Taiwan is still not doing enough to address crit-
ical shortfalls in its defense and civil resilience. 

Historically, Taiwan relied on qualitative superiority to compensate for 
the PLA’s numerical strength. But those days are long gone. The PLA 
now enjoys qualitative and quantitative superiority over Taiwan’s military 
and the gap between the two sides continues to widen. China has more 
than 1,900 fighter aircraft to Taiwan’s 300, 71 submarines to Taiwan’s 2 
(although Taiwan has an additional 2 World War II–era submarines, they 
are only used for training), 45 frigates to Taiwan’s 22, and 36 destroyers 
to Taiwan’s 4. In the Taiwan Strait area alone, China has 416,000 ground 
force personnel, outnumbering Taiwan’s ground forces by a ratio of 
four to one.132 China’s military budget is now over twelve times that of 
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Taiwan (see figure 11).133 In addition to its quantitative strength, the PLA 
now fields nuclear-powered submarines, fifth-generation fighter jets, and 
other cutting-edge capabilities that Taiwan’s military lacks.

Taiwan has failed to keep pace with China, which is understandable 
given its far smaller population and economy, but what is less forgivable 
is its failure to use its limited resources more wisely. Too often, Taiwan 
has prioritized expensive legacy platforms, such as fighter jets, tanks, 
and large surface vessels, over cheaper, more numerous weapons that 
can survive and respond to an initial PLA attack. It has purchased U.S. 
weapons systems designed to project power over great distances and 
conduct offensive operations rather than investing in cost-imposing 
defensive schemes. The capabilities Taiwan has prioritized have a role 
to play in supporting peacetime deterrence by tracking PLA move-
ments in the Taiwan Strait and monitoring PLA activity in Taiwan’s 
ADIZ. Given Taiwan’s resource constraints, however, it will need to 
make difficult trade-offs and has so far largely avoided doing so.

Taiwan’s struggles extend beyond military hardware. Its military 
has a highly centralized command and control structure that does 
not empower units to make tactical decisions, which means its mili-
tary would struggle to fight in a degraded communications environ-
ment. Taiwan ended conscription but has found the transition to an  
all-volunteer force difficult and is struggling to meet recruitment tar-
gets, especially given its shrinking population.134 Taiwan’s reserve 
force, as it currently stands, cannot contribute in a meaningful way to 
its defense, although Taiwan is working to reform its reserves.135

Taiwan is belatedly adopting an asymmetric approach to defense 
that raises the costs of a Chinese use of force.136 In 2017, its military 
leadership introduced the Overall Defense Concept (ODC), which 
calls for shifting emphasis toward a large number of smaller, cheaper, 
and more mobile and survivable weapons.137 Rather than seeking to 
defeat the PLA through attrition, ODC aims to prepare Taiwan’s mili-
tary for a decisive fight near the island’s shores and prevent a successful 
PLA landing. In pursuit of this strategy, Taiwan is developing high-
speed attack vessels, ground-based mobile anti-ship missiles, rapid 
mining capacity, and unmanned aerial systems. It has also purchased 
the High Mobility Artillery Rocket System (HIMARS) and Harpoon 
anti-ship, Stinger anti-aircraft, and Javelin anti-tank missiles from the 
United States. 

ODC’s implementation, however, has been uneven, and the term 
was even removed from Taiwan’s defense strategy. Some powerful 
voices in Taiwan, for instance, used the PLA’s exercises that followed 
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Estimated military assets as of 2022
The Military Balance in the Taiwan Strait Heavily Favors China

Figure 11

Source: U.S. Department of Defense.
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Speaker Pelosi’s trip to Taiwan to argue that Taipei needed to continue 
emphasizing legacy platforms such as fighter jets and large warships. 
They asserted that the PLA’s activities revealed its preference was to 
use coercion and potentially a blockade to secure Taiwan’s surrender 
and such weapons were better equipped for dealing with this strategy.138 

Taiwan has also not prioritized hardening its population’s ability 
to withstand a Chinese blockade or invasion. Taiwan’s dependence on 
imports for 98 percent of its energy supply is a major vulnerability, yet 
it is shutting down its two remaining nuclear power plants, and its strat-
egy to significantly increase its energy reserves will take nearly a decade 
to come to fruition.139 Taiwan’s food self-sufficiency has hovered 
around 33 percent over the past decade, and—despite a goal of boost-
ing this number to 40 percent by 2020—its dependence on imported 
food remains practically unchanged.140 A single reservoir supplies 
the capital of Taipei with 97.5 percent of its water. Taiwan also relies 
on imported medical and pharmaceutical products, many of which are 
purchased from China. In 2022, over 70 percent of Taiwan’s imports 
of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) came from China, which 
represented half of Taiwan’s total API supply.141 Taiwan also depends 
on China for antibiotics, importing $65 million worth in 2022, account-
ing for over 68 percent of its total imports.142 Taiwan also relies heavily 
on just fourteen undersea internet cables and four cable landing sites 
to maintain communications with the rest of the world, which China 
is likely to target early in a conflict and which have already been dam-
aged on multiple occasions by Chinese commercial vessels. China 
can be expected to exploit these vulnerabilities during a conflict in an 
attempt to break the will of the Taiwanese people and prevent them 
from mounting a sustained resistance.

The war in Ukraine, however, has created a sense of urgency for 
Taiwan’s defense reform efforts. Taiwan’s 2023 defense budget grew 
by 14 percent to a record $19.4 billion.143 Observing the effectiveness 
of drones and mobile missiles on the battlefield in Ukraine, the Tsai 
administration is attempting to jump-start domestic drone production 
and doubling the annual domestic production of missiles.144 In Decem-
ber 2022, Tsai made the politically difficult decision to extend manda-
tory military service from four months to one year, envisioning that 
these personnel would form a standing garrison force whose primary 
mission would be territorial defense and the protection of infrastruc-
ture.145 Civil society has also taken on greater responsibility; organiza-
tions such as Forward Alliance and Kuma Academy are teaching people 
basic first aid and civil preparedness, with the hope that doing so better 
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enables civilian resistance. Private citizens are also contributing, with 
semiconductor billionaire Robert Tsao pledging nearly $100 million to 
improve Taiwan’s defense.146

Galvanized by Ukraine’s example, the Taiwanese people are 
expressing a heightened willingness to defend their democracy, with a 
recent survey finding that 70 percent would be willing to fight to prevent 
a PRC takeover, up from just over 40 percent prior to the war.147 The 
more fundamental question, though, is whether they will have the tools 
to do so. Taiwan’s defense spending is equivalent to 2.4 percent of GDP, 
below what countries facing a similar threat environment, such as Israel 
and South Korea, spend. Unless significant additional resources are 
devoted to training those who are serving their mandatory year of mil-
itary service, these measures are unlikely to meaningfully strengthen 
Taiwan’s combat capabilities and its reserves.

The United States has major military gaps that it is addressing but that 
would nonetheless make coming to Taiwan’s defense difficult and costly.

The U.S. military maintains a significant qualitative edge over the 
PLA and is committed to maintaining that advantage. With respect to 
a potential Taiwan contingency, the United States would have notable 
advantages both in terms of submarine warfare and anti-submarine 
warfare, the latter of which remains a weakness of the PLA. Although 
China has developed anti-ship missiles designed to hold U.S. aircraft 
carriers at risk, there is no guarantee that China will be able to find and 
hit U.S. carrier strike groups, which offer mobility for U.S. power pro-
jection operations. The U.S. Air Force holds an edge over the PLA Air 
Force, including in stealth capabilities, and could be expected to greatly 
complicate China’s bid to establish air superiority above Taiwan. 
The U.S. military advantage in theater logistics and battlefield medi-
cal evacuation and treatment remains unmatched. Finally, while the 
PLA has struggled to develop a joint warfare capability, the U.S. mil-
itary has demonstrated an ability to conduct complex joint operations  
during wartime.

Geography, however, offers China built-in advantages over the 
United States in the Indo-Pacific that will be difficult to offset or negate, 
even with more advanced capabilities. Whereas China is 100 miles away 
from Taiwan, the closest air base the United States could utilize is in 
Okinawa, Japan, 460 miles away, while Guam and Hawaii are approxi-
mately 1,700 and 5,000 miles away, respectively. The United States has 
only two air bases from which its fighter jets can conduct unrefueled 
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operations over Taiwan, compared with thirty-nine for China.148 And 
the closest U.S. bases are highly vulnerable to Chinese missile attacks. 
Moreover, if the PLA refrains from attacking Japanese or U.S. territory, 
there is no guarantee that Japan would allow the United States to oper-
ate from bases in Japan during a conflict over Taiwan.149

In addition, while the U.S. military has global responsibilities, Chi-
na’s sustained focus on preparing for a Taiwan contingency could mean 
that it already has an advantage in some respects in the Taiwan Strait. 
For instance, a 2015 RAND Corporation report that compared the U.S. 
military and the PLA in the context of a conflict over Taiwan found that 
the United States moved from having an advantage in most areas to 
rough parity or disadvantage, with trends continuing to move in Chi-
na’s direction.150 A more recent study concludes that the United States 
can prevail against China in a war over Taiwan, but that doing so would 
come at an enormous cost.151 Some observers argue that these studies 
and assumptions need to be taken with a healthy dose of skepticism, 
given that the PLA has not fought a sustained war since the Korean War 
and has not seen conflict since 1979. At the same time, however, the 
United States has spent the past two decades conducting low-intensity 
counterterrorism operations, not fighting a high-intensity war against 
a near-peer military.

Due to these challenges, it is incumbent on the United States to have 
the optimal force posture in the region and ensure that its military ser-
vices are developing the operational concepts and forces necessary to 
defeat a Chinese invasion or blockade of Taiwan. The 2022 National 
Defense Strategy directed DOD to “act urgently to sustain and 
strengthen U.S. deterrence, with the People’s Republic of China (PRC) 
as the pacing challenge.” 152 Assistant Secretary of Defense Ratner went 
one step further, stating that “a Taiwan contingency is the pacing sce-
nario,” indicating that DOD would prioritize the capabilities and force 
posture it would need to respond to PRC aggression against Taiwan.153

The U.S. military services are responding to this top-level guid-
ance by shifting their focus to the PRC. The U.S. Marine Corps, for 
instance, has introduced Force Design 2030, which aims to develop 
small, distributed units of Marines that can operate mobile weaponry 
from remote islands in the Pacific.154 The U.S. Air Force has invested 
in stealthier and longer-range bombers, tankers, and long-range muni-
tions, with an eye toward operating at range in the Indo-Pacific. The 
U.S. Navy is growing its submarine fleet, which could prove decisive 
during a conflict over Taiwan, and is also developing new unmanned 
systems. The U.S. Army has developed mobile units designed to quickly 
deploy and conduct air and missile defense.
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Congress is also focused on this issue, and in the fiscal year 2021 
(FY 2021) National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) it created the 
Pacific Deterrence Initiative (PDI), which aims to improve INDOPA-
COM’s posture and capabilities to deter Chinese aggression. The 
following year, Congress authorized $7.1 billion for PDI, and the FY 
2023 NDAA authorized an additional $11.5 billion. Importantly, how-
ever, PDI is a subset of the Defense Department budget and is not a 
dedicated appropriations account.155 In addition, INDOPACOM has 
put forward a $3.5 billion unfunded priorities list—the largest request 
of the combatant commands—that includes everything from interna-
tional security cooperation programs to upgrading missile defenses in 
Guam and procuring extended-range missiles and other munitions.156 
Thus, more needs to be done to fill important gaps for the U.S. military 
in the Indo-Pacific. 

The United States should continue to arm Ukraine and support 
its fight against Russian aggression. At the same time, it will need to 
urgently repair its defense industrial base and prepare for potential con-
tingencies in the Indo-Pacific. The war in Ukraine has demonstrated 
that modern high-end warfare consumes a tremendous amount of 
munitions and weaponry, with Ukrainian forces reportedly firing two 
to four thousand artillery shells per day.157 The low end of that estimate 
equates to sixty thousand rounds per month, while the United States is 
hoping to ramp up its production to forty thousand rounds per month 
by the spring of 2025.158 Unless the United States addresses fundamen-
tal issues that the war in Ukraine has revealed about the state of its 
defense industrial base it will struggle to maintain its preparedness for a 
high-intensity conflict in Asia that would consume enormous amounts 
of munitions.

Support from allies and partners will be imperative for a U.S. defense  
of Taiwan, but the level of assistance the United States can expect is 
largely unknown.

Given the significant geographic limitations it faces, the United States 
would need support from its allies in the region—above all Japan, but 
also Australia and the Philippines—if it were to come to Taiwan’s 
defense. Although U.S. allies are beginning to grapple with the impli-
cations of Chinese aggression against Taiwan and the need to prepare 
for such contingencies, the level of support they would ultimately offer 
is largely unknown.

Japan is both the most essential and potentially willing ally because 
a Chinese attack on Taiwan poses the starkest threat to its security.159 
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If China were to station military forces on Taiwan, the PLA would be 
only seventy miles from Yonaguni Island, the westernmost point of 
the Japanese archipelago, and Japan and the United States would find it 
much more difficult to defend Japanese territory, including Okinawa. In 
addition, given that China views the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands as a part 
of Taiwan Province, China could attempt to seize them during a con-
flict over Taiwan. The United States clarified under the Barack Obama, 
Trump, and Biden administrations that the Senkaku Islands are covered 
under its treaty with Japan, and thus a Chinese assault on the islands 
would draw in the United States. 

During a full-scale attack on Taiwan, China would also presum-
ably gain control of Pratas Island (which is currently administered by 
Taiwan), a strategic island adjacent to the entrance to the South China 
Sea from the Philippine Sea, further cementing the PRC’s hold on this 
critical maritime artery that over 40 percent of Japan’s maritime trade 
passes through. These implications sharpened in August 2022, when 
China launched missiles in protest of Speaker Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan 
that landed in Japan’s exclusive economic zone. For Japan, the day that 
China absorbs Taiwan would likely be the most destabilizing time for 
its foreign policy since World War II.

Recognizing these implications, Japanese leaders have been pub-
licly highlighting Tokyo’s stake in cross-strait peace. In 2021, Prime 
Minister Yoshihide Suga and President Biden included a clause on 
Taiwan in their joint statement, the first time that the two countries 
mentioned Taiwan in a leader-level joint statement in five decades.160 
Later that year, former Prime Minister Shinzo Abe declared, “A Taiwan 
emergency is a Japanese emergency, and therefore an emergency for the 
Japan-U.S. alliance.” 161 Prime Minister Fumio Kishida has argued that 
the “front line of the clash between authoritarianism and democracy is 
Asia, and particularly Taiwan.” 162

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has further clarified the stakes for Jap-
anese leaders. Kishida drew an explicit parallel between Ukraine and 
Taiwan, declaring, “We must…never tolerate a unilateral attempt to 
change the status quo by the use of force in the Indo Pacific, especially in 
East Asia. Ukraine may be East Asia tomorrow.” He added, “Peace and 
stability in the Taiwan Strait is critical not only for Japan’s security but 
also for the stability of international society.” 163 In early 2023, Kishida 
became the first Japanese prime minister to visit a war zone when he 
traveled to Kyiv, underscoring Japan’s growing willingness to play an 
active role in geopolitics. In a joint statement with Ukraine’s President 
Volodymyr Zelenskyy, the two leaders “emphasized the importance of 
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peace and stability across the Taiwan Strait as an indispensable element 
in security and prosperity in the international community.” 164

This major reassessment of Japan’s security was formalized in its 
landmark 2022 national security strategy, which described Japan’s 
security environment as “the most severe and complex…since the end 
of World War II.” 165 Pursuant to that, in late 2022 Japan announced 
that it would increase its defense budget by 65 percent over the next 
five years and acquire long-range strike capabilities. In 2023, Japan 
and the United States made significant strides to evolve their alliance, 
including the U.S. decision to establish a Marine littoral regiment in 
Okinawa. In a seeming reference to Taiwan, the countries “renewed 
their commitment to oppose any unilateral change to the status quo by 
force regardless of the location in the world.” They also “reiterated the 
importance of maintaining peace and stability across the Taiwan Strait 
as an indispensable element of security and prosperity in the interna-
tional community.”166

In the past year, Japan has moved toward a position of strong oppo-
sition to Chinese aggression against Taiwan, but the extent of Japanese 
involvement in a Taiwan crisis cannot be guaranteed. This uncertainty 
is largely due to long-standing Japanese constitutional limits on the 
use of military force for anything other than self-defense. Japan likely 
also does not want to be more definitive than the United States, which 
through its policy of strategic ambiguity also declines to state that it 
would intervene on Taiwan’s behalf. At the same time, a more definitive 
Japanese commitment, even privately conveyed to the United States, 
would enable greater U.S.-Japan operational coordination.

Beyond Japan, it will be important for the United States to enlist 
Australia’s support. Australia has fought alongside the United States 
in every major war over the past century, and in November 2021, its 
defense minister stated that it would be “inconceivable” for Australia 
to not join a U.S. effort to defend Taiwan.167 In 2022, for the first time, 
a slim majority of Australians (51 percent) supported using the Austra-
lian military if China invaded Taiwan and the United States chose to 

For Japan, the day that China absorbs Taiwan 
would likely be the most destabilizing time 
for its foreign policy since World War II.
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intervene—an eight-point increase since 2019.168 In November 2022, 
President Biden and Australian Prime Minister Anthony Albanese 
“recognized the imperative of maintaining peace and stability across 
the Taiwan Strait.” 169 The following month, the Joint Statement on 
Australia-U.S. Ministerial Consultations “reaffirmed their commit-
ment to maintaining peace and stability across the Taiwan Strait and 
shared opposition to unilateral changes to the status quo.”170 

The United States and Australia have already taken a number of 
important steps to expand their security ties and deepen their alliance. 
In 2011, as part of the “pivot” or “rebalance” to Asia, the Obama adminis-
tration announced that it would rotate U.S. Marines through an Austra-
lian base in Darwin, which has expanded from two hundred marines to 
2,500.171 In 2021, Australia, the United Kingdom, and the United States 
announced a trilateral security agreement (AUKUS), whereby the 
United States and United Kingdom would support Australia’s acquisi-
tion of a conventionally armed, nuclear-powered submarine capability. 
While this ambitious initiative will take well over a decade to come to 
fruition, if successful, it would bolster deterrence and make a difference 
during Taiwan contingencies. In the interim, the United States will be 
increasing its nuclear-powered submarine port visits to Australia and 
establishing a rotational presence of submarines near Perth. Separately, 
the United States and Australia have agreed to pre-position munitions 
and fuel in Australia to support U.S. capabilities. Taken together, 
these steps will enhance the U.S. ability to respond to PRC actions  
against Taiwan.

Finally, the Philippines offers critical geographic proximity to 
Taiwan, as its northernmost inhabited island is only ninety-three miles 
away, while its waters are optimal for deploying submarines. Until 
recently, however, it seemed as though this treaty ally would be unwill-
ing to play any role during a crisis in the Taiwan Strait. This posture 
has changed under President Ferdinand Marcos Jr., who granted the 
U.S. military access to four additional sites, bringing the total number 
of sites from which the military can train, pre-position equipment, and 
build infrastructure in the Philippines to nine. Three of those four new 
sites are located in northern Luzon, only 160 miles from Taiwan across 
the Luzon Strait. The Philippines’ secretary of foreign affairs, how-
ever, clarified that the Philippines would not allow the United States to 
stockpile weapons at those sites for use in operations to defend Taiwan, 
nor would it allow the U.S. military to refuel, repair, and reload at  
those bases.172
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Nonetheless, Marcos Jr. continues to highlight the connection 
between peace in the Taiwan Strait and the security of the Philippines. 
He recently stated, “when we look at the situation in the area, especially 
the tensions in the Taiwan Strait, we can see that just by our geograph-
ical location, should there in fact be conflict in that area…it’s very hard 
to imagine a scenario where the Philippines will not somehow get 
involved. And not the Philippine military, but we will be brought into 
the conflict because of…whichever sides are at work. I always remind 
everyone that Kaohsiung in Taiwan is a forty-minute flight from my 
province. So we feel that we’re very much on the front line.” 173 Sub-
sequently, the May 2023 joint statement between President Biden and 
President Marcos Jr. affirmed “the importance of maintaining peace 
and stability across the Taiwan Strait as an indispensable element of 
global security and prosperity.” 174 On that same visit, Marcos Jr. did 
not clarify whether the United States could place weapons at bases in 
the Philippines during a Taiwan contingency, but did note that they 
“will also prove to be useful” if China were to attack Taiwan.175 How far 
Marcos Jr. will recalibrate the Philippines’ foreign policy and how long 
such a shift lasts, however, remain to be seen.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Politics and Diplomacy
U.S. diplomacy should focus on deterring Chinese aggression, signaling 
to China and Taiwan that it opposes unilateral changes to the status quo, 
and ensuring that any future arrangement between China and Taiwan 
be arrived at peacefully and with the assent of the Taiwanese people. 
To achieve these goals, the United States should work to increase Tai-
wan’s resilience and ability to counter Chinese coercion. Washington’s 
approach to Beijing should focus both on making clear the risks and 
costs of using force against Taiwan and on reassuring it that Washington 
does not seek to permanently separate Taiwan from China. In support 
of these objectives, the United States should:

Maintain its One China policy while emphasizing that such a policy 
is predicated on China pursuing a peaceful resolution of cross-strait 
issues.

The U.S. One China policy is the foundation of modern U.S.-China 
relations, and its flexibility has also allowed Washington to build a 
robust unofficial relationship with Taipei. Despite the decades-long 
success of the One China policy, calls to abandon it and recognize 
Taiwan as an independent country have recently grown louder.176 
On one level, this position is understandable given that the CCP has 
never governed Taiwan and the desire to recognize Taiwan’s achieve-
ments. As the history of negotiations between the United States and 
the PRC over normalization reveals, however, Beijing will not accept 
such a course and would sever its relations with Washington if the 
latter were to recognize Taiwan as an independent country. Animosity 
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between the United States and China would heighten immeasurably, 
and any attempts to build guardrails between the countries or manage 
competition would founder. Any prospect of U.S.-China cooperation 
on global issues from climate change to nonproliferation, however 
remote, would disappear. U.S. allies and partners, for their part, would 
view the U.S. abandonment of its One China policy as irresponsible 
and destabilizing, placing stress on U.S. efforts to enlist their support in  
balancing China.

A U.S. decision to walk away from its One China policy could also 
trigger a conflict. China’s 2005 Anti-Secession Law threatens, “In the 
event that the ‘Taiwan independence’ secessionist forces should act 
under any name or by any means to cause the fact of Taiwan’s secession 
from China, or that major incidents entailing Taiwan’s secession from 
China should occur, or that possibilities for a peaceful reunification 
should be completely exhausted, the state shall employ nonpeaceful 
means and other necessary measures to protect China’s sovereignty 
and territorial integrity.”177 While Beijing purposely leaves these con-
ditions vague, U.S. recognition of Taiwan as an independent country 
could trigger a PRC use of force against Taiwan.

The current political framework has allowed the United States to 
pursue its interests with both Taiwan and China, and cross-strait sta-
bility it has afforded has enabled Taiwan to prosper and remain secure. 
Still, while the U.S. One China policy remains the best approach for 
managing cross-strait relations, the policy leaves enough room for 
adjustment and should be tweaked. The Taiwan Relations Act states 
that it is U.S. policy “to make clear that the United States decision to 
establish diplomatic relations with the People’s Republic of China rests 
upon the expectation that the future of Taiwan will be determined by 
peaceful means.”178 Senior U.S. officials should publicly and emphat-
ically articulate this linkage between continued U.S. adherence to its 
One China policy and the PRC refraining from using force against 
Taiwan—in other words, that the U.S. One China policy is conditional 
on the PRC’s approach to Taiwan. Publicly and consistently making 
this point would serve as a warning to leaders in Beijing that they should 
not expect Washington to maintain the status quo if they increase their 
coercion of Taiwan.

The United States should also seek to establish high-level, regular 
diplomatic interactions with China with the aim of communicating 
both the extent and limits of its Taiwan policy and its concerns with 
the PRC’s coercive behavior. In recent years, U.S.-China diplomacy 
has become too infrequent and too conditional, increasing the risk of 
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misjudgment and miscalculation. Even in an increasingly contentious 
bilateral relationship, such diplomacy should not be viewed as a favor 
one side bestows on the other but instead be pursued regardless of the 
state of relations to further U.S. interests and bring greater transpar-
ency to the most sensitive issues, in particular Taiwan. Finally, although 
decades-long efforts to establish crisis communications mechanisms 
have faltered, the United States should continue to attempt to establish 
hotlines to prevent incidents from escalating into full-fledged crises. 
Whatever their success, good-faith attempts at diplomacy can demon-
strate to China, as well as to U.S. allies and partners, that the United 
States seeks to responsibly manage U.S.-China relations and is not 
looking to provoke a conflict. 

Avoid symbolic political and diplomatic gestures that provoke a Chi-
nese response but do not meaningfully improve Taiwan’s defensive 
capabilities, resilience, or economic competitiveness.

A perennial debate in U.S. policy toward Taiwan is what the balance 
should be between symbolic versus substantive initiatives. Advocates 
of pursuing more symbolic steps argue that doing so increases deter-
rence by highlighting to the PRC the high-level importance the United 
States attaches to Taiwan. They also emphasize that such steps show 
the Taiwanese people that they have the support of the United States, 
thus increasing their confidence. While these are valid points, major 
symbolic steps are more likely to elicit a strong rebuke from the PRC 
that targets Taiwan and undermines its security and prosperity. Quiet 
but substantive steps to build U.S.-Taiwan relations, by contrast, 
are less likely to provoke a PRC response and can still meaningfully  
strengthen Taiwan.

The two most symbolic gestures in U.S.-Taiwan relations over 
the past three decades have also prompted the most forceful PRC  
responses. When Taiwanese President Lee Teng-hui visited the 
United States and gave a speech at Cornell University in 1995, the 
PRC responded by firing missiles near Taiwan’s coast, sparking the 
third Taiwan Strait crisis. In 2022, after Speaker Pelosi visited Taiwan, 
the PRC conducted its most extensive military exercises to date, fired 
missiles around and even over Taiwan, and banned hundreds of Tai-
wanese goods, leading many to term this sequence the fourth Taiwan 
Strait crisis. The PRC used Speaker Pelosi’s visit as a pretext to demon-
strate its military capabilities and change the status quo, as it erased 
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the median line in the Taiwan Strait and normalized military activities 
much closer to Taiwan. In addition, it took the opportunity to spread 
the narrative that the United States was a destabilizing and provocative 
actor—an accusation that found purchase in parts of Southeast Asia.

During these same three decades, however, the United States has 
done much to tangibly build U.S.-Taiwan relations, and those steps that 
have been kept out of the public eye have not garnered such a strong 
response. These range from enhanced trade discussions to growing 
military-to-military cooperation and joint efforts to promote Taiwan’s 
international space. Beijing feels compelled to respond to events that 
garner international media attention but less urgency to do so when 
interactions are kept private.

Focusing on substantive improvements in U.S.-Taiwan relations—
and not providing the opening that symbolic gestures offer Beijing to 
alter the status quo—is a more sustainable long-term path for the rela-
tionship. It is also worth paying a greater price to pursue needed sub-
stantive interactions, for instance enhanced military-to-military ties, 
but it is often harder to justify the cost of symbolic steps. There could be 
times when symbolic gestures are warranted; for instance, if the United 
States believes China is preparing to use force against Taiwan, a high-
level visit or visible movement of military assets could be necessary to 
deter China. The day-to-day management of the relationship, however, 
should largely be conducted out of the public eye; but such a course 
will be increasingly difficult, given the deterioration of U.S.-China  
relations and the desire of politicians to be seen as supporting Taiwan. 

Explain to the American people why Taiwan matters and why they 
should care about its fate. 

The United States has a vital strategic interest in defending Taiwan as 
well as a legal obligation to maintain the capacity to come to its defense 
and ensure that it has adequate weapons to meet its defensive needs. 
Many national security professionals appreciate Taiwan’s impor-
tance to the United States, from its geographic position at the center 
of the first island chain and its role as the global hub of semiconduc-
tor manufacturing, to its willingness to work with the United States 
as a trusted partner on transnational issues. Those in national security 
positions also generally appreciate that Taiwan’s future will have enor-
mous implications for U.S. alliances in the Indo-Pacific and the United 
States’ position in the world’s most economically important region. In 
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a bitterly divided Congress, Taiwan receives overwhelming bipartisan 
support, making it one of the few unifying issues.

To some extent, the American people grasp the stakes in the Taiwan 
Strait. According to one recent survey, favorable ratings for Taiwan 
have never been higher, while a majority of those Americans polled 
stated that if China were to attack Taiwan they would support imposing 
sanctions on China, arming Taiwan, and using the U.S. Navy to prevent 
China from imposing a blockade. The same poll, however, found that 
only 40 percent of those surveyed would support direct military inter-
vention on Taiwan’s behalf.179 These findings mark a big increase from 
a decade ago, when only 23 percent expressed support for using military 
force to defend Taiwan, but still fall short of a majority.

The U.S. government should prioritize educating Americans about 
why they should care about Taiwan’s fate and the effect that a PRC attack 
would have on their lives and livelihood. Yet no official above the level 
of assistant secretary of state has devoted a speech to Taiwan since the 
United States terminated diplomatic relations with the island in 1979. 
This should change, with a public speech from the secretary of state that 
outlines the stakes, U.S. interests, and objectives of U.S. policy toward 
Taiwan. In addition, diplomats in residence should speak about Taiwan 
at college campuses, and lower-level officials should travel outside of 
Washington to discuss the issue with Americans.

Create additional international and multilateral forums that allow 
Taiwan to have its voice heard and contribute to resolving global issues, 
in a way that does not suggest Taiwanese independence.

Taiwan’s international isolation has real costs for the world. In Decem-
ber 2019, Taiwanese health officials heard of people falling sick with  
a mysterious ailment in the Chinese city of Wuhan and attempted 
to report it to the World Health Organization (WHO), only to be 
ignored.180 Had Taiwan been a full member of the WHO, the orga-
nization likely would have been forced to follow up the report, which 
could have enabled a faster response to the COVID-19 outbreak. 
Despite being home to one of the world’s ten busiest airports, Taiwan 
is not a member of ICAO, the main international body that oversees 
international civil aviation. Taiwan is also excluded from the Interna-
tional Criminal Police Organization (Interpol), which facilitates the 
sharing of data on crimes and criminals, enabling countries to address 
cross-border crime. China’s attempts to exclude Taiwan from interna-
tional forums also diminishes Taiwanese people’s confidence in their 
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government, increasing Taiwan’s vulnerability to Chinese coercion. 
For all these reasons, it is in the U.S. interest to promote Taiwan’s mean-
ingful participation in international organizations and even create new 
platforms to facilitate Taiwan’s full membership.

In addition to petitioning UN organizations to include Taiwan in 
some fashion, the United States has attempted to find creative ways 
to showcase Taiwan’s capabilities and get around its exclusion from 
international organizations. The most notable example of this effort is 
the Global Cooperation and Training Framework (GCTF), which was 
launched in 2015 and convenes workshops to demonstrate Taiwan’s 
expertise in public health, law enforcement, disaster relief, democratic 
governance, and women’s empowerment, among other issues, to coun-
tries around the world. Originating as a bilateral U.S.-Taiwan initiative, 
the GCTF is now jointly administered with Australia and Japan, indi-
cating that additional countries see the benefits of amplifying Taiwan’s 
international voice. In addition, the Trump administration launched 
the Consultations on Democratic Governance in the Indo-Pacific 
Region initiative and a Pacific Islands Dialogue platform with Taiwan, 
both of which aim to assist countries in addressing governance issues 
and development needs while giving Taiwan a voice.

The United States should pursue a multifaceted strategy to ensure 
that Taiwan can participate and lend its expertise to regional and global 
issues. First, it should continue to highlight the costs of excluding 
Taiwan from organizations such as the WHO, ICAO, and Interpol and 
press the organizations to include Taiwan as an observer because full 
membership is not possible. With a realistic understanding that China 
will continue to block Taiwan’s participation in these organizations, 
the United States should invest more in programs such as the GCTF. 
It should also reinforce Taiwan’s diplomatic partnerships, especially 
those in the Americas, by pursuing joint development projects with 
Taiwan. Recalling ambassadors or threatening to withhold aid from 
countries that switch recognition to the PRC will be less effective than 
offering to build capacity and contribute to economic development in 
these countries. Finally, the United States should seek to establish new 
international organizations that include Taiwan as a full member, such 
as a new global health entity that is not under the sway of China.

Promote people-to-people ties between the United States and Taiwan.

People-to-people ties, by bringing different populations together 
through educational and cultural initiatives, help build and reinforce 
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bonds between countries. In the case of U.S.-Taiwan relations, boost-
ing people-to-people ties would help Americans develop a richer 
understanding of Taiwan’s culture and history, while simultaneously 
providing the benefits of having Americans study Mandarin in Taiwan.

There is vast scope to increase people-to-people ties. Prior to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, only 23,369 Taiwanese university students stud-
ied in the United States per year, while just 1,270 Americans studied in 
Taiwan. By contrast, during the same academic year, nearly nine times 
as many Americans studied in China and nearly four times as many 
studied in South Korea.181

The United States has established a range of programs to encourage 
more exchanges with Taiwan. The U.S. State Department offers the 
Critical Language Scholarship Program, the Gilman Scholarship Pro-
gram, and the National Security Language Initiative for Youth, all of 
which offer Americans the opportunity to immerse themselves in Tai-
wanese culture and the Mandarin language. The United States sends 
Fulbright Scholars to Taiwan, a program that continues to grow. In 2020, 
the United States and Taiwan partnered to establish the U.S.-Taiwan 
Education Initiative, which expanded existing Mandarin and English 
language programs in the United States and Taiwan and supported 
the creation of the Taiwan Center for Mandarin Learning.182 Taiwan 
has also opened more than thirty facilities in the United States to teach 
Americans Mandarin, offering a welcome counterpoint to the PRC’s 
Confucius Institutes, which promote Beijing’s political narrative.

Given the urgent need for Americans to learn Mandarin, the 
State Department’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs and 
the Department of Education’s Office of Elementary and Second-
ary Education should collaborate with their counterparts in Taiwan’s 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ministry of Education to build a cur-
riculum for middle and high school students. Congress should then 
offer grants to promote the new curriculum across the country. Indeed, 
this effort would not only strengthen Americans’ interest in Taiwan, 
but also weaken the influence of PRC education programs like the  
Confucius Institutes.

Congress should also appropriate funding to the State Depart-
ment’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs to increase support 
for cultural and language immersion programs with the express pur-
pose of sending more students to Taiwan. Every year, the Critical Lan-
guage Scholarship Program, Fulbright Program, Gilman Scholarship 
Program, and National Security Language Initiative for Youth should 
send more students to Taiwan. Congress should also appropriate more 
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funding to expand the Taiwan Fellowship Act, which allows ten federal 
employees to live in Taiwan for a two-year fellowship. This act, estab-
lished in the FY 2023 NDAA, enables U.S. government employees to 
study Mandarin and Taiwanese history and politics and then work 
in a Taiwanese government agency, parliamentary office, or another 
approved organization. Congress should triple this program to thirty 
fellows per year.
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Economics

The United States has an interest in helping Taiwan reduce its economic 
ties with the PRC, which is a potential source of leverage that China can 
exploit during a crisis. In addition, given its heavy reliance on Taiwan for 
semiconductor manufacturing, the United States needs to ensure that 
Taiwan remains a trusted economic and trading partner. Yet, despite 
the compelling rationale to deepen economic ties with Taiwan, already 
a top ten trading partner for the United States, the economic leg of  
U.S.-Taiwan relations has been largely neglected. It is past time for an 
ambitious U.S.-Taiwan economic and trade agenda. In particular, the 
United States should:

Negotiate a bilateral trade agreement with Taiwan. 

In 2021, Taiwan stood as the United States’ eighth-largest trading part-
ner, with two-way trade exceeding $114 billion. The United States is 
also Taiwan’s second-largest trading partner, accounting for over 13 
percent of Taiwan’s total trade.183 The United States trades more with 
Taiwan than it does with France, India, Italy, or Vietnam.

Despite this deep trade relationship, a bilateral trade agreement 
(BTA) has proven elusive, primarily due to U.S. frustration with Tai-
wan’s discriminatory trade policies—specifically, restrictions on U.S. 
agricultural products. In 2020, however, President Tsai removed the 
largest impediments, opening Taiwan’s market to U.S. pork with rac-
topamine, as well as U.S. beef products from cattle aged thirty months 
and older, which had been banned for more than a decade. Despite 
Tsai’s initiative and her strong desire for a BTA with the United States, 
the United States has not reciprocated. Instead, in June 2022 the 
Biden administration, after excluding Taiwan from its Indo-Pacific 
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Economic Framework (IPEF) discussions, announced the creation of a  
“U.S.-Taiwan Initiative on 21st-Century Trade.” 184 Although this is a 
step in the right direction, the new trade initiative will not cover market 
access, arguably the most important element of a BTA.

It is past time for the United States and Taiwan to negotiate a com-
prehensive BTA. Despite opposition to trade agreements in Congress, 
a BTA with Taiwan has strong bipartisan support and could very well 
be one of the few trade deals that can be accomplished in the current 
political environment.185 Concluding a BTA with Taiwan would have 
multiple benefits for the United States. The office of the U.S. Trade 
Representative (USTR) has identified remaining Taiwanese barriers to 
U.S. agricultural products, as well as restrictions in the pharmaceutical 
and medical device sectors and issues with copyright enforcement, all 
of which could be addressed during negotiations.186 More importantly, 
USTR can focus trade negotiations on establishing high-standard 
labor and environmental protections, in the process standardizing and 
internationalizing those clauses that it incorporated into the United 
States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA). A U.S.-Taiwan trade 
agreement that included such provisions would give the United 
States greater leverage to include them in future negotiations with  
other partners.

Although a BTA has economic logic, it has an even more compel-
ling strategic rationale. China is attempting to economically margin-
alize Taiwan by keeping it out of multilateral trade pacts; Taiwan is 
not a member of the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership 
(RCEP), and while it has applied to join the Comprehensive and Pro-
gressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP), China has 
voiced its opposition. China is also pressuring countries not to sign 
bilateral trade agreements with Taiwan, despite the fact that China 
signed an Economic Cooperation Framework Agreement with Taiwan 
in 2010. As a result, Taiwan has only two free trade agreements with 
countries in the Indo-Pacific, New Zealand and Singapore.

Negotiating a BTA with Taiwan would send a strong signal of U.S. 
support, boosting Taiwanese confidence in U.S. commitments and 
in the island’s future. It would help Taiwan approach the PRC from a 
position of strength and also send a message to China that its attempts 
to coerce Taiwan will not work. Finally, a U.S.-Taiwan BTA would give 
other countries in the region the cover that they are seeking to negotiate 
trade agreements of their own with Taiwan, which would in turn assist 
Taiwan in reducing its economic ties with the PRC. Although countries 
do not want to be the first to enter such negotiations with Taiwan due  
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to Chinese threats of economic retaliation, more countries would likely 
be willing to follow on the heels of U.S. initiatives.

Diversify supply chains in critical sectors to reduce the risk from poten-
tial Chinese economic retaliation.

A critical difference between the war in Ukraine and a potential con-
flict over Taiwan is that the United States and its allies are far more 
reliant on economic ties with China than they were with Russia. They 
thus risk China concluding that economic sanctions would hurt the 
countries doing the sanctioning far more than China and that it can 
act against Taiwan with little risk of being subjected to significant  
economic penalties.

A few data points illustrate how reliant the United States and its 
partners are on trade with China. Whereas nearly 7 percent of China’s 
imports come from the United States, 19 percent of U.S. imports are 
from China. Nearly 8.5 percent of China’s imports come from Japan, 
but nearly 26 percent of Japanese imports are from China. Similarly, 
nearly 23 percent of the European Union’s (EU) imports are from 
China, but less than 12 percent of China’s total imports come from 
the EU. China is also Taiwan’s largest economic partner, account-
ing for a quarter of Taiwan’s total trade and nearly 22 percent of Tai-
wan’s imports.187 Indeed, most of those countries that the United 
States would turn to for assistance during a Taiwan conflict—Austra-
lia, the EU, Japan, and South Korea—all count China as their largest  
trading partner.

To this point, much of the focus in Washington and Western cap-
itals has been on reducing their reliance on China for strategic inputs 
where China holds a dominant market share and reshoring critical 
industries. For instance, China accounts for 60 percent of global rare 
earth mining and 85 percent of rare earth processing capacity, giving 
it control over elements that are crucial for advanced commercial and 
military products.188 China refines 68 percent of the world’s nickel, 40 
percent of all copper, 59 percent of lithium, and 73 percent of cobalt. It 
is also responsible for most of the world’s production of mineral-rich 
components that are needed for battery cells.189 And China domi-
nates the market for APIs, which are the primary components of any  
medical drug.190

Focusing on strategic sectors is necessary but not sufficient. Instead, 
the United States and its allies should conduct a comprehensive  
assessment of those sectors where China’s weight by itself is a cause 
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for concern and coordinate on ways to collectively reduce their eco-
nomic reliance on China. Although complete decoupling is not feasi-
ble or desirable, economically distancing from China is necessary. The 
United States could help itself by also joining the CPTPP and champi-
oning Taiwan’s membership in the trade bloc, using this grouping to 
set high standards for regional trade and promote integration among 
the United States and its allies and partners. The United States should 
also assist Taiwan in diversifying its economy away from China by 
coordinating with Taiwan on its New Southbound Policy that seeks to 
increase trade and investment ties with Southeast Asia.

Build resiliency in global semiconductor manufacturing.

Semiconductor supply chains have been a model of efficiency, with a 
typical chip designed in the United States, manufactured in Taiwan, 
tested and packaged in Southeast Asia, and placed into a product in 
China or another manufacturing hub before being shipped to custom-
ers around the world. This complex global supply chain has allowed 
countries to specialize in their comparative advantages and ultimately 
enabled consumers to purchase cheaper products. At the same time, 
it has created large vulnerabilities. If an earthquake struck TSMC’s 
facilities in Taiwan and forced production of chips to halt, many com-
panies would be unable to source the chips they need. A geopolitical 
earthquake, which is becoming increasingly likely, would be even  
more devastating.

The United States needs to walk a fine line, increasing the resiliency 
of this critical supply chain while enabling Taiwan’s world-leading 
semiconductor manufacturers to continue to thrive. It is unrealistic 
to believe that U.S. industrial policy can reshore the bulk of semicon-
ductor manufacturing, and pushing too hard for this objective could 
weaken Taiwan and advantage China. Indeed, the PRC is pushing the 
narrative through friendly Taiwanese media outlets and disinforma-
tion campaigns that the United States seeks to hollow out Taiwan, with 
the objective of building resentment of the United States and cynicism 
regarding its intent.

At the same time, the United States should ensure that it has enough 
manufacturing capacity to produce advanced logic chips at scale for 
national security, datacenter, and other vital applications. The CHIPS 
and Science Act is a good start, as was persuading TSMC to establish 
production facilities in Arizona. To make these bets work, however, the 
United States will need to bolster efforts to supply the right workers 
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for these facilities. This means reforming its immigration policies to 
attract and retain engineers, providing more federal funding for basic 
research and development, and funding educational initiatives that 
train the types of workers that are needed to operate these plants.

Raise awareness of the economic consequences of a Chinese blockade 
or attack on Taiwan with allies and partners and coordinate with them 
to prepare sanctions on China.

China’s strategy is to isolate Taiwan and make this a trilateral issue 
between Washington, Beijing, and Taipei. The economic consequences 
of a Chinese blockade or attack on Taiwan, however, demonstrate that 
countries around the world have a stake in cross-strait peace and stabil-
ity. Simply put, no country would be excluded from the economic car-
nage of a conflict in the Taiwan Strait, which would throw the world’s 
economy into a severe depression by destroying supply chains, forcing 
production lines to grind to a halt, sending stock markets plummeting, 
and threatening global shipping. Once countries are aware of the con-
sequences, and the fact that their economies would not be spared even 
if they choose to remain neutral during a conflict, they could be more 
willing to contribute to deterring China from using force.

To raise awareness of the global consequences of a war over Taiwan, 
the U.S. government should conduct country-by-country analysis of 
the fallout of a major conflict, which U.S. embassies should then share 
with host governments. The United States should then work with its 
allies and partners to prepare a sanctions package that would go into 
effect immediately following a Chinese blockade or invasion. Policy-
makers could use the sanctions imposed against Russia following its 
invasion of Ukraine as a baseline, while also considering more severe 
financial sanctions. The United States and its allies should preview 
these sanctions to China, making clear the economic costs of an attack. 
Although the prospect of sanctions will not be decisive and is likely 
already factored into Xi’s calculus, this strategy would bolster deter-
rence by demonstrating that sanctions would be deep, immediate, and 
imposed by many of the world’s major economies.

Work with Taiwan to reduce the PRC’s economic leverage and respond 
to its economic coercion.

Taiwan relies far more on trade with China and access to the Chinese 
market than vice versa, a reality that provides Beijing with leverage over 
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Taiwan during a crisis. As previously noted, China is Taiwan’s largest 
trading partner, accounting for nearly 23 percent of its foreign trade, 
a number that increases to 30 percent if Hong Kong is included. Con-
versely, trade with Taiwan accounts for less than 5 percent of the PRC’s 
total foreign trade. While the PRC needs access to Taiwanese prod-
ucts—above all semiconductors—in order to manufacture many of its 
exports, if it chose to forcefully pursue unification, it would do so with 
awareness and acceptance of the economic costs. There is a danger that 
the PRC concludes that it is better prepared than Taiwan to absorb the 
economic consequences and can exploit Taiwan’s economic reliance on 
trade with China to force the island into submission.

The United States should urge Taiwan to reduce its exposure to the 
PRC market and assist it in doing so. Congress should provide the U.S. 
Development Finance Corporation with additional funding earmarked 
toward investing alongside Taiwan in Southeast Asia as part of the New 
Southbound Policy, which aims to rebalance Taiwan’s economic ties by 
increasing its presence in Southeast Asia. 

In addition to helping Taiwan rebalance its trade relations, the 
United States should work with Taiwan to counter PRC economic coer-
cion against the island. To this point, the PRC has banned the import of 
hundreds of Taiwanese products as well as the export of certain Chi-
nese products to Taiwan. It also pressures Taiwanese businesspeople to 
publicly denounce and reject Taiwanese independence as a prerequisite 
to conducting business in China.191 These steps are all taken to punish 
Taiwan’s government for enacting policies China dislikes and to exact a 
toll on the voters who supported those politicians. 

Thus far, the PRC has refrained from banning those imports that 
it needs and cannot purchase elsewhere, such as semiconductors and 
some information and communications technology (ICT) products. 
For products with available substitutes, however, China has begun 
to decrease its purchase of Taiwanese products in favor of sourcing 
from elsewhere. Overall, the economic effects of China’s coercion 
have been relatively limited and largely only felt by the agricultural 
sector. More significant, though, is that this continued economic pres-
sure threatens to undermine the confidence of the Taiwanese people 
in their government. It also represents a form of political interfer-
ence, given that the PRC often targets products and sectors that come 
from DPP-leaning counties, in an effort to persuade voters not to elect  
DPP candidates. 

Left unchecked, Chinese economic coercion of Taiwan threatens its 
autonomy and the ability of the Taiwanese people to decide their future. 
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As substitutes for Taiwanese products become more readily available 
elsewhere, the PRC will have more leverage to target larger sections of 
Taiwan’s economy and inflict significant economic damage.

The United States should work with its allies and partners to estab-
lish an Indo-Pacific Economic Coalition (IPEC), a complement to 
IPEF that would work to increase economic resilience in the region. In 
response to any unilateral bans on goods or services, members would 
consult and decide on multilateral sanctions that they would impose 
against the aggressor. IPEC does not need dozens of members to be 
successful: Australia, Japan, the Philippines, South Korea, and Taiwan 
have all been the target of unilateral Chinese bans, but, along with the 
United States, they account for nearly 35 percent of the PRC’s total 
imported goods.192

Once IPEC is established, the Department of State’s Bureau of 
International Security and Nonproliferation (ISN) should collaborate 
with the Department of Commerce’s Bureau of Industry and Secu-
rity (BIS) to pinpoint the PRC’s most vulnerable industries. Based on 
the members of the economic collective-resilience bloc, ISN and BIS 
should determine which sanctions would apply maximum pressure 
on Beijing. The list of sanctions should then be shared with the United 
States’ IPEC allies to enable a coordinated and collective economic 
response. Indeed, the economic collective-resilience bloc would act as a 
deterrent against Beijing’s continued economic coercion of Taipei.

IPEC should also have a mechanism to support the victims of Chi-
na’s coercive tactics, which could include a common fund that could 
make up for lost revenues by purchasing those products as well as a cam-
paign that raises public awareness of China’s coercion. For instance, 
after China banned Taiwanese pineapples in 2021, Taiwan began a cam-
paign advocating for people to purchase its “Freedom Pineapple.”193 
The messaging succeeded in garnering the sympathy of many like-
minded states: in particular, Japan’s consumption of Taiwanese pine-
apple spiked by 645 percent, more than making up for lost revenue.194
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Security

Buttressing deterrence in the Taiwan Strait should be the United States’ 
top priority in the Indo-Pacific. If deterrence breaks down and a war 
erupts, it will be nearly impossible for the United States to pursue its 
other interests in the region. The war in Ukraine should act as a cau-
tionary tale and inform the U.S. approach to deterrence. Even though 
the United States has led a coalition to aid Ukraine and punish Russian 
aggression, the threat of massive sanctions and military assistance ulti-
mately did not deter Putin. In the case of Taiwan, it will be important to 
lay the groundwork for a sanctions regime ahead of time and preview  
the costs of aggression to China, but doing so will not be decisive. 
Instead, only by orienting its military posture in the region for a Taiwan 
conflict and enlisting the help of its allies can the United States mean-
ingfully alter Xi’s cost-benefit analysis and prevent an attack. The U.S. 
objective should be to ensure that Xi concludes an attack would not suc-
ceed and the costs would far outweigh any potential benefits. Achieving 
this outcome will be difficult but doable with the correct mix of policies. 
In particular, the United States should:

Prioritize Taiwan contingencies as the DOD pacing scenario and  
ensure DOD spending supports capabilities and initiatives critical  
to success, securing the United States’ ability to effectively come to  
Taiwan’s defense.

Although the Taiwan Relations Act does not commit the United 
States to Taiwan’s defense, the law does state that it is the policy of the 
United States “to maintain the capacity…to resist any resort to force 
or other forms of coercion that would jeopardize the security, or the 
social or economic system, of the people on Taiwan.”195 Pursuant to 
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this legal obligation, the U.S. Indo-Pacific Command maintains an 
operations plan to resist Chinese aggression against Taiwan. To con-
tinue to meet its legal requirements and ensure that it could defend 
Taiwan at a reasonable cost, the United States needs to address its gaps 
with urgency and prioritize preparing for a Taiwan conflict above all  
other contingencies. 

Assistant Secretary of Defense Ely Ratner was correct in identify-
ing a Taiwan contingency as the “pacing scenario” for the Department 
of Defense. Unfortunately, this specific designation was not included 
in the 2022 National Defense Strategy. To make this a reality, all of the 
military services need to develop their capabilities and operational con-
cepts to maximize their effectiveness to deter and, if necessary, prevail 
in a conflict over Taiwan. DOD should prioritize those capabilities 
most relevant for a conflict in the Taiwan Strait, principally resilient 
Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Sur-
veillance, and Reconnaissance (C4ISR), along with space-based assets 
for a contested environment, long-range anti-ship and anti-submarine 
missiles, joint air-to-surface standoff missiles, long-range stealth bomb-
ers, medium-range ballistic missiles, submarines, electronic warfare 
capabilities, and networked unmanned systems. It should also focus on 
distributing its forces throughout the first island chain by increasing its 
access to Japan’s western islands and the Philippines, while hardening 
U.S. facilities in Guam and Japan.

The most applicable lesson from the war in Ukraine as it relates 
to Taiwan is that the playbook the United States has used to assist 
Ukraine would not work in the case of a Chinese invasion of Taiwan. 
Indirect U.S. support in the form of weapons and intelligence will not 
be enough; absent direct U.S. military intervention, Taiwan’s military 
likely does not have the ability to resist a Chinese invasion. Thus, pre-
paring for a direct intervention should be DOD’s top priority. U.S. offi-
cials should also publicly stress that though there are parallels between 
Ukraine and Taiwan, there are also fundamental differences—above all 
the U.S. interests at stake in the Taiwan Strait—and thus China should 
not assume that the United States would limit its assistance to indirect 
support of Taiwan.

Focusing on a single PRC timeline, whether it be 2027, 2030, or 2049, 
is a mistake. The fact is that the PLA has been preparing for a Taiwan 
conflict for decades and will soon have a viable operational plan. One 
can only speculate about Xi’s intentions and sense of urgency, but if he 
feels compelled to use force because events are moving beyond his con-
trol, he could do so even if the PLA is not fully prepared. Therefore, the 
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priority focus should be on strengthening deterrence in the near term, 
even as the United States continues to invest in building a more robust 
force structure for the future. The United States needs to be ready to 
fight now, in five years, and in a decade. Anything less would be cata-
strophic for U.S. interests and a failure to abide by U.S. law.

Fundamentally shift U.S.-Taiwan security relations to prioritize build-
ing Taiwan’s self-defense capabilities. 

For years, Taiwan’s military focused on fighting a conventional war 
of attrition against China. Thus, it prioritized purchasing F-16 fighter 
jets to counter China’s fourth-generation jets, Abrams tanks to match 
China’s tanks, and large surface warships that could target the PLAN at 
sea. The United States enabled this approach, selling these legacy plat-
forms to Taiwan, and the U.S.-Taiwan security relationship centered on 
foreign military sales (FMS). Thus, the United States has sold Taiwan 
nearly $50 billion of military hardware since 1950, on par with Japan 
and exceeding Australia and South Korea.196

Arming Taiwan, while necessary, is no longer sufficient. Instead, 
a fundamental shift in U.S.-Taiwan military-to-military relations is 
required. FMS will still make up a major portion of the relationship, 
but the United States needs to do much more to build Taiwan’s capac-
ity. Currently, Taiwan’s military conducts largely scripted exercises, its 
junior leaders are not empowered to make battlefield decisions, and its 
training is inadequate. The reality is that only sustained U.S. attention, 
training, and pressure can change these dynamics. A U.S. program for 
Taiwan should be no less ambitious than the training that the United 
States provided to Ukraine from 2014 to 2022, which significantly 
improved its defensive capabilities and helped enable it to fend off the 
Russian invasion. Still, it took nearly eight years of sustained invest-
ment to build Ukraine’s capabilities to this point. A similar process has 
not yet begun with Taiwan—and it might not have eight years.

Given the sensitivities of sending U.S. military personnel to Taiwan, 
the United States should focus on training Taiwan’s military in the 
United States, which it already does with Taiwan’s F-16 pilots. This has 
the added benefit of reducing the PRC’s ability to collect intelligence 
on Taiwan’s training and capabilities. The United States should invite 
Taiwan to rotate more and larger units through U.S. facilities for train-
ing. The United States should place a particular focus on providing 
combined arms training to Taiwan’s ground forces, which will be criti-
cal to defeating a Chinese invasion force. The training should expand to 
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include joint exercises and incorporate Taiwan’s active-duty military as 
well as its reservists. As Taiwan lengthens mandatory military service 
from four months to one year and overhauls its training methods for 
conscripts, the United States should offer to help shape this program.

The United States also needs to do more to ensure that it can fight 
effectively alongside Taiwan’s military. Currently, the two armed forces 
do not have interoperability and would fight separately. To build com-
plementarity, INDOPACOM should establish a common operating 
picture with Taiwan and standing intelligence sharing platforms, and 
should invite Taiwan to multilateral exercises such as the Rim of the 
Pacific (RIMPAC) and Red Flag. Flag officers of up to three-star with 
relevant portfolios, who would command the numbered fleets and 
numbered air forces that would lead any fight to defend Taiwan, should 
visit Taiwan. The United States should also explore expanding the 
number of American officers who observe Taiwan’s military exercises 
and vice versa. 

Given Taiwan’s declining population, it could need to rapidly incor-
porate women into its conscripted force, which it has been hesitant to 
do. As Taiwan grapples with this challenge, the United States should 
share best practices with Taiwan’s Ministry of National Defense. The 
U.S. Cyber Command should also establish a high-level dialogue with 
Taiwan on cyber defenses and offensive cyber capabilities.

Seek greater clarity from allies on the assistance they would provide 
during Taiwan contingencies and work to improve their capabilities 
and define roles and responsibilities.

The United States’ most notable advantage over China is its strong 
network of alliances in the Indo-Pacific. The PRC might believe that 
it could soon neutralize U.S. military power in the Taiwan Strait, but 
contending with the United States, Australia, and Japan would be an 
entirely different matter. Although U.S. allies are becoming increas-
ingly open about their willingness to support U.S. intervention on 
behalf of Taiwan, more clarity is needed so that the United States can 
begin to discuss roles and responsibilities with its allies and develop a 
more integrated war plan.

Japan is by far the most critical variable for a defense of Taiwan.197 
Japan hosts fifty-four thousand U.S. troops, who would be called 
upon to come to Taiwan’s defense. These forces would need to be 
allowed to operate from bases and other installations in Japan. This 
contingency includes the Seventh Fleet, which is the largest of the 
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U.S. Navy’s forward-deployed fleets and has the United States’ only  
forward-deployed carrier strike group. The United States’ only  
forward-deployed Marine expeditionary force is headquartered in 
Okinawa (with an air group with operational F-35 and KC-130J squad-
rons in Iwakuni) and offers a “ready force” capable of responding to a 
crisis and conducting major combat operations. Kadena Air Base, the 
United States’ largest military installation in the Indo-Pacific not on 
U.S. territory, is in Japan and is one of only two U.S. air bases (both in 
Okinawa) from which fighter jets can conduct unrefueled operations 
over Taiwan. In short, without the use of bases in Japan, U.S. fighter 
aircraft would be unable to effectively join the fight. The United States 
would find it nearly impossible to respond promptly and effectively to 
Chinese aggression against Taiwan without being able to call on these 
assets and facilities.

Preparing for a conflict in the Taiwan Strait should become a major 
priority for the U.S.-Japan alliance and should drive force posture and 
bilateral operational planning and exercises. The United States and 
Japan should seek to integrate their intelligence, surveillance, and recon-
naissance (ISR) capabilities, in particular their space-based assets, and 
should explore building a common operating picture with Taiwan. In 
addition, the United States should privately explore with Japan the 
potential to include Taiwan’s military in select exercises. Japan’s deci-
sion to establish a joint operational headquarters would enable the 
planning and execution of integrated operations between the United 
States and Japan. The United States should also seek to leverage Japan’s 
Southwest Islands, rotating troops through those areas and building up 
ammunition and critical supplies there. The United States should also 
harden its facilities in Japan and exercise operating from civilian air-
fields. Most important, the allies should have regular, serious dialogues 
that allow each side to communicate expectations of the other and pave 
the way for smooth prior consultation during a crisis.

Beyond Japan, it will be important for the United States to enlist the 
support of other allies in the region, above all Australia and the Phil-
ippines. It is imperative for the United States to ensure that AUKUS 
is a success, which means expeditiously resolving any export control 
issues, so that Australia can field a nuclear-powered submarine within 
a decade and develop a more potent blue water navy. Such a capability 
would complicate PLA planning, especially given its relative weakness 
in anti-submarine warfare (ASW). Now with access to nine locations in 
the Philippines, the United States should build facilities in these areas, 
pre-positioning ammunition and materiel and rotating troops.
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Place the U.S. defense industrial base on a wartime footing now to 
ensure that the U.S. military has the capabilities it needs to deter Chi-
nese aggression and prioritize arms deliveries to Taiwan. 

The U.S. defense industrial base is not prepared for a protracted con-
flict over Taiwan, a reality that the war in Ukraine has helpfully revealed 
but also exacerbated. If the United States chose to intervene in a conflict 
over Taiwan, the U.S. military would require munitions likely in excess 
of what is currently in DOD’s stockpile. In particular, the United States 
could run out of long-range, precision-guided munitions, which would 
be crucial to a defense of Taiwan, in less than one week.198 

The war in Ukraine has highlighted the need for the United States to 
shift its defense industrial base onto a wartime footing and has begun 
to galvanize long overdue changes. Still, ensuring that the U.S. mili-
tary has the capabilities for a war over Taiwan and that it can deliver 
to Taiwan what it needs will take years, which is why changes need to 
occur now. The FY 2023 NDAA gave the Defense Department new 
authorization to award multiyear contracts for certain munitions that 
are critical for Ukraine and even Taiwan, including PAC-3 air defense 
missiles, HIMARS, guided multiple launch rocket systems (GMLRS), 
Stingers, Javelins, long-range anti-ship missiles, and joint air-to-surface 
standoff missiles.199 DOD should fully leverage this authority in order 
to give companies the certainty about a pipeline of orders for which they 
need to open new production lines. Congress should also expand and 
fully fund this authority to cover most munitions. In addition, the pres-
ident should consider invoking the Defense Production Act to create a 
reserve of essential munitions components.

The assistant secretary of defense for industrial base policy should 
evaluate supply chains for critical weapons, identifying those that  
have single points of failure or for which the United States relies on 
imported components from potential adversaries. There is only one 
company, for instance, that can manufacture the rocket motor for the 
Javelin missile, while another single company builds the engines for 
most cruise missiles. U.S. defense contractors also heavily rely on 
China for some rare-earth minerals. Congress should appropriate 
funds to DOD that would enable it to make investments in bringing 
additional suppliers of critical components online. 

Another weakness in the U.S. defense industrial base is shipbuild-
ing, in particular the ability to build and sustain submarines. U.S. sub-
marines would be a critical asymmetric advantage in a conflict over 
Taiwan, able to target China’s amphibious landing force and go largely 
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undetected due to China’s shortcomings in ASW. Yet the number of 
submarines available for such a mission is inadequate.200 Maintenance 
delays are a major issue; in FY 2021, the submarine fleet lost nearly 1,500 
days while submarines waited for maintenance, an increase from 360 
days in FY 2016.201 This situation will only be compounded by the U.S. 
Navy’s recent decision to temporarily close four nuclear-certified sub-
marine dry docks due to seismic concerns.202 The United States should 
seek to incentivize dry dock construction by offering long-term low- 
interest loans.

The other side of the coin is ensuring that Taiwan has the weapons 
that it needs pre-positioned on the island before a conflict begins. A crit-
ical difference between Ukraine and Taiwan is that it will be much more 
difficult to resupply Taiwan during a conflict, which means that Taiwan 
needs to have everything that it needs on the island at the beginning of 
a conflict. Currently, however, the United States has yet to deliver $19 
billion of weapons that it has committed to sell to Taiwan.203 This back-
log includes Stinger anti-aircraft and Javelin anti-tank missiles, as well 
as HIMARS, all asymmetric capabilities that would complicate PLA 
planning and execution. The United States has sent so many Stinger 
and Javelin missiles to Ukraine that it would take thirteen years and five 
years, respectively, to rebuild the U.S. inventory, which would take pri-
ority over delivering items to Taiwan.204 To mitigate this issue, Con-
gress should appropriate funds to replace equipment that the United 
States transfers to Taiwan from its stockpiles through Presidential 
Drawdown Authority, which would enable the United States to more 
quickly deliver weapons to Taiwan.

Beyond addressing the backlog of arms deliveries to Taiwan, the 
United States should also pursue coproducing weapons with Taiwan. 
Taiwan is developing and producing its own unmanned aerial vehicles 
and ramping up production of its indigenous missiles; the United States 
should assist Taiwan in optimizing these capabilities.

Conduct a joint study with Taiwan of its war reserve munitions, ability 
to produce weapons during wartime, and stockpile of essential goods, 
as well as a separate study on early-warning indicators. 

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has demonstrated the munitions-inten-
sive way of modern warfare. Meanwhile, Taiwan’s geography under-
scores the importance of it having significant stockpiles of weapons on 
the island when a conflict begins. Resupplying Taiwan during a conflict 
will be extraordinarily difficult; Taiwan will need to be able to fend off 
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a Chinese assault and prevent a fait accompli for long enough to enable 
U.S. intervention. As of now, however, Taiwan does not have the quan-
tities of vital munitions that it needs.

The war in Ukraine has also reinforced the importance of develop-
ing societal resilience. If the PRC blockades Taiwan or strikes critical 
infrastructure, as Russia is doing in Ukraine, Taiwan will be unlikely to 
function and remain cohesive for the length of time it would take for the 
United States to intervene. 

The United States and Taiwan should seek to identify critical gaps 
and create a roadmap to address them. In particular, the two sides should 
look at Taiwan’s existing stockpile of munitions, its capacity to manu-
facture weapons during wartime (including potential companies that 
it can repurpose for such an effort), the rate at which Taiwan’s military 
would use munitions during a war, and the percentage that it would lose 
to Chinese attacks. Beyond weapons, the two should evaluate Taiwan’s 
energy reserves, communications infrastructure, and medical and food 
supplies. They should discuss how Taiwan can stockpile critical sup-
plies prior to a conflict and how it would ration them during one. The 
study should also evaluate what the United States would need to supply 
Taiwan with during a blockade or attack and how best to deliver it. The 
objective should be to build an understanding of how long Taiwan can 
likely hold out in the face of a PRC invasion or blockade, to extend 
that time frame, and to ensure that operations plans are synced with  
that reality.

Although the PRC is taking steps now to prepare for a conflict in the 
Taiwan Strait, it would need to make additional, highly visible moves 
preceding an attack, which would likely include everything from stock-
piling and rationing critical goods to moving troops to the coast oppo-
site Taiwan, erecting field hospitals, and requisitioning civilian ships. 
Ukraine served as an example of how declassifying intelligence and 
indicators can help raise awareness of an impending conflict and bring 
together a coalition. The United States should similarly seek to develop 
a robust set of early warning indicators, in consultation with Taiwan, 
that it could then publicize prior to a conflict.
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CONCLUSION

The United States has vital strategic interests at stake in the Taiwan 
Strait. Protecting those interests requires that the United States deter 
a conflict over Taiwan and maintain the capacity to come to Taiwan’s 
defense at a reasonable cost. Given shifts in the military balance of 
power and China’s growing assertiveness throughout the Indo-Pacific, 
however, deterrence is dangerously eroding, and the United States and 
China are drifting toward war. At the same time, a conflict over Taiwan 
is not inevitable. To avoid a conflict that would likely devastate Taiwan, 
China, and the United States, as well as trigger a deep global depres-
sion, the United States should take prudent but firm steps to reestablish 
a position of strength.

The United States needs to raise the cost of Chinese aggression 
against Taiwan, with the aim of persuading Xi Jinping that an attack on 
Taiwan will not succeed and would come at the cost of achieving his 
modernization objectives. To accomplish this task, DOD should make 
Taiwan its pacing scenario and resource it accordingly. The United 
States should make enhancing coordination with Australia, Japan, and 
the Philippines on Taiwan contingencies a top priority for the alliances, 
and it should help build Taiwan’s military capacity by enhancing train-
ing. The United States should also initiate intense consultations with 
its allies and partners on the scope of a sanctions package that would 
be introduced immediately after a Chinese blockade or attack, while 
urgently working to lessen economic dependence on China. 

As the United States is taking these steps, it should also make clear 
that it continues to abide by its One China policy, opposes any unilat-
eral changes to the status quo, does not seek Taiwan’s permanent sep-
aration, and would support any resolution of cross-strait differences 
that occurs peacefully and with the consent of the Taiwanese people. 
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Pursuant to this, the United States should largely eschew symbolic ges-
tures, which are apt to prompt a harsh PRC response and raise concerns 
in Beijing that Washington is moving away from its One China policy.

Some experts could argue that such steps to bolster deterrence are 
either too risky or that the costs of a conflict with China are too steep, 
so the best path forward is to reduce the U.S. commitment to Taiwan 
and hope for China’s forbearance. Such a proposal, however, fails to 
adequately reckon with what the world would look like the day after the 
PRC forcefully annexed Taiwan. Above all, it would be a tragedy for Tai-
wan’s twenty-three million citizens and one of Asia’s freest societies. 
For the United States, it would also mean the loss of an important part-
ner and vastly diminished influence in the world’s most economically 
important region. China would be able to project power far beyond its 
shores, limiting the United States’ ability to operate in the Indo-Pacific 
and posing a greater threat to U.S. allies, who would come to question 
their reliance on the United States. The United States cannot wish away 
the stakes and instead needs a bolder strategy to protect its vital strate-
gic interests in the Taiwan Strait.
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ADDITIONAL AND  
DISSENTING VIEWS

Although I concur with most of the report and its recommendations, I 
think its emphasis on military deterrence comes at the expense of suf-
ficient attention to the nonmilitary aspects of both the problem and its 
potential mitigation. The Taiwan issue is not primarily a military prob-
lem; it is fundamentally a political dilemma that will require concerted 
diplomatic efforts to avoid military conflict. And although the report 
acknowledges that military deterrence should be supplemented by 
reassurances to Beijing “that Washington does not seek to permanently 
separate Taiwan from China,” it does not sufficiently address the chal-
lenge that Washington faces in making such assurances credible.

In this regard, the report recommends that Washington “maintain 
its One China policy,” but without meaningfully confronting wide-
spread concerns about the erosion of the substance and credibility of 
that policy. That erosion, however, is one of the main drivers of cross-
strait tensions. The report explains how “the U.S. One China policy has 
evolved over time,” with incremental upgrades in U.S.-Taiwan relations 
that have stretched the limits of “unofficial” ties. Moreover, Taiwan’s 
own position on “one China” has evolved over time, and Beijing views 
Washington’s tacit acceptance of this change as implicit endorsement 
of Taipei’s apparent efforts to retreat from the “one China” frame-
work. In short, there are valid questions about whether Washington is 
moving toward a de facto “one China, one Taiwan” policy in violation 
of U.S. commitments under the Three Communiqués. This is why U.S. 
reassurances to the contrary need to be more substantive and cred-
ible than the rhetorical reaffirmation that the One China policy has  
not changed.
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The report attributes cross-strait tensions almost exclusively to “a 
more powerful and assertive China” and uncertainty about Xi Jinping’s 
intentions. But this assessment overlooks the extent to which Beijing’s 
behavior has been reactive to steps by Washington and Taipei that have 
themselves altered “the status quo” and weakened the “one China” 
framework. In this regard, I disagree with the report’s recommendation 
that Washington should use President Biden’s public comments about 
defending Taiwan “as the new baseline for U.S. declaratory policy.”

Finally, the report invokes Assistant Secretary of Defense Ely Rat-
ner’s statement during congressional testimony in December 2021 that 
Taiwan is a “critical node” in the “defense of vital U.S. interests in the 
Indo-Pacific.” But this historically new formulation would appear to 
provide a geostrategic military rationale for supporting Taiwan’s per-
manent separation from China—contrary to the reassurances that the 
report advises Washington to make to Beijing. This further underscores 
the importance of making those assurances substantive and credible.

In sum, the report appropriately advises Washington to make 
clear to Beijing that “the U.S. One China policy is conditional on the 
PRC’s approach to Taiwan.” But Washington should also recognize 
the obverse: that Beijing’s cross-strait behavior will be conditional on 
Washington’s own evolving approach to Taipei. 

—Paul Heer

A Leninist political organization, the CCP needs hostile foreign 
forces—real or imagined—to justify the continued dictatorship of the 
party. Beijing cooperated with Washington in the 1980s to isolate the 
Soviet Union. But with the USSR’s demise in 1991, the CCP returned 
to casting the United States as its principal existential threat—at first 
internally, and now openly. The Task Force found that China is con-
vinced the United States “is actively endorsing or implicitly embolden-
ing an independence movement in Taiwan, and that U.S. support for 
Taiwan remains the primary obstacle standing between China and its 
ability to achieve unification.”

It would be wrong to conclude that a policy of reassurance by Wash-
ington, rather than deterrence, would reduce Beijing’s appetite for 
changing the status quo through force.

For many years, Washington tried to reassure both Putin and Xi 
by eschewing “provocative” actions; both dictators seized the oppor-
tunity to expand territorial control at the expense of other nations’ 
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sovereignty and to the detriment of international conventions and 
norms. Moscow saw Washington suspend the provision of defensive 
weapons to Ukraine in 2021 and was emboldened. In the 2010s, Bei-
jing saw Washington provide only tepid support for allies’ assertion 
of their maritime rights, and the PLA seized a South China Sea fea-
ture and built an expeditionary base within the Philippines’ exclusive 
economic zone. Starting in 2010, Washington suspended new sales of 
platforms and munitions to Taiwan for seventy months, and Beijing has 
answered by moving aggressively to upend a peaceful status quo in the  
Taiwan Strait.

As the Leninist adage goes, “You probe with bayonets: if you find 
mush, you push. If you find steel, you withdraw.”

U.S. actions more recently are becoming a bit less mushy and a bit 
steelier. American credibility increased with President Biden’s spoken 
commitment to defend Taiwan against aggression and Speaker Pelosi’s 
resolve to visit Taipei despite an extensive CCP influence campaign 
against her. Had Washington buckled, questions about U.S. reliability 
would again have taken center stage. Allies and partners will similarly 
lose faith—and Beijing will be emboldened—if a U.S. president walks 
back the defense commitment in the future.

In addition to military power, Taiwan’s political, economic, and socie-
tal connections to other countries also enhance deterrence by increasing 
the costs and multiplying the victims of potential aggression. Senior offi-
cials from several allied countries have streamed into Taiwan following 
Pelosi. In April, when China announced missile tests in air corridors near 
Taiwan for eighteen hours over three days—which would have diverted 
hundreds of commercial flights—Taiwan, Japan, and other nations told 
China they would not accept such a move. Beijing backed down, reducing 
the disruption to a single twenty-seven-minute block.

Xi knows he is the one upending the status quo—he said as much 
to Putin in March. Beijing cannot be reassured because it is not really 
seeking reassurance. It is probing with bayonets for weakness, hoping 
for accommodation and concession. Maintaining the United States’ 
status as a global power depends on Washington showing steely resolve 
to deny Beijing the chance to coerce Taiwan into submission.

—Ivan Kanapathy and Matthew Pottinger

Additional and Dissenting Views
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While I support many of the findings and recommendations of this 
report, it falls short on the following three issues.

First, at a time when threat perceptions of China are (understand-
ably) high in the United States and the political incentives are strong 
for leaders to out-hawk each other on China, the report could more 
forcefully dispel the simplistic view that any moderation of U.S. words 
and actions around Taiwan is tantamount to “appeasement” that invites 
Chinese aggression. The report wisely points out that Washington 
should avoid symbolic gestures that “provoke a Chinese response” but 
do not “meaningfully strengthen” Taiwan’s resilience. It cites Speaker 
Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan as one such example that gave Beijing the oppor-
tunity to frame Washington as a destabilizing actor, and that this 
characterization “found purchase in parts of Southeast Asia.” But the 
reality is that this view was widespread, if not publicly admitted, among 
many U.S. allies and partners, including in Taiwan, where polling found 
that a majority viewed the visit as detrimental to Taiwan’s security.205 
U.S. allies and partners, including the Taiwanese people, expect the 
United States to judiciously handle the sensitivities and stakes involved 
for all parties in the Taiwan Strait. This is not a sign of “weakness” but 
of smart diplomacy that takes Taiwan’s overall welfare into account, 
keeps allies and partners on our side, and reduces unnecessary friction  
with Beijing.

Second, the report states as fact that as Xi “approaches the end of his 
tenure,” the basis of his legitimacy will “shift from delivering economic 
growth to satisfying Chinese nationalism,” and thus increase the prob-
ability of a Chinese invasion of Taiwan. It is unclear what the factual 
basis is for forecasting such a chain of events. The report takes this leap 
after citing China’s relative economic slowdown and Xi’s statements 
about “unification” with Taiwan as being essential for China’s “rejuve-
nation.” But it neglects to consider the immense consequences China 
would face upon launching an assault on Taiwan—from the likely loss 
of thousands of troops and significant decimation of military assets to 
economic and diplomatic isolation from, at the very least, the advanced 
economies of the world, all of which would fundamentally undermine 
China’s “rejuvenation” project and national pride that are deeply inter-
twined with its continued economic prosperity and stability. Failing 
to recognize the mutual vulnerability of all parties, including China’s, 
misleadingly suggests that Beijing is invulnerable and undeterrable, and 
only serves as a propaganda win for Xi.

Finally, while the risks of a clash with China in the Taiwan Strait are 
indeed growing, a Taiwan contingency should be prioritized as a pacing 
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scenario for DOD, rather than the pacing scenario as the report rec-
ommends. This distinction is critical given growing voices from some 
political quarters that assert Washington should not be “distracted” 
by Moscow or engaged in other regions. But U.S.-China competition 
cannot be neatly contained to the Taiwan Strait, and Beijing is far from 
the only destabilizing actor in the international arena. Bestowing such a 
designation would send the wrong signal to adversaries and allies alike.

—Patricia M. Kim

I endorse the report because I support “the general policy thrust and 
judgments reached by the group.” While endorsement comes with the 
caveat that it does “not necessarily” mean support for “every finding and 
recommendation,” I write separately first to express discomfort with 
the report’s dominant military thrust and assessment of a new baseline 
for strategic ambiguity. Second, although the report lists “democracy” 
among important U.S. interests, democracy is an inadequate shorthand 
for “human rights.” 

The deep military expertise of Task Force members underscored 
the need for robust deterrence in preserving peace and stability in 
the Taiwan Strait. Alongside this military framing, the report recom-
mends that Washington “maintain its One China policy” and states that 
“Washington’s approach to Beijing should focus both on making clear 
the risks and costs of using force against Taiwan and on reassuring it 
that Washington does not seek to permanently separate Taiwan from 
China” (emphasis added). To be sure, the United States’ One China 
policy is not inflexible, but the recommendation that it “should be 
tweaked” to make clear that it “is conditional on the PRC’s approach to 
Taiwan” is not accompanied by adequate grappling with how tweaking 
can erode Beijing’s confidence in Washington’s intentions. 

The Task Force did not reach a consensus on strategic ambiguity. 
The report stresses that the “pressing issue is for the United States to 
credibly demonstrate to the PRC that it has the military capacity and 
the will to come to Taiwan’s defense. The Task Force also assessed that, 
given President Biden’s comments on four occasions that the United 
States would defend Taiwan, his successors should not attempt to walk 
back these comments and should instead use them as the new base-
line for U.S. declaratory policy”. I agree with the first sentence, but the 
second goes too far in setting a new baseline that explicitly incorpo-
rates Biden’s comments, especially given his suggestion that the United 
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States is bound to defend Taiwan in the same manner as defense treaty 
commitments to Japan and South Korea. 

The report lists “democracy” among important U.S. interests. I 
would go further to emphasize that not only is democracy a universal 
value of the United Nations, but there is also a broad range of human 
rights, from equality to freedom of expression, that deserve highlight-
ing. The phrase “human rights” is implicit in the report but should be 
explicit. The people of Taiwan fought long and hard to enjoy a panoply 
of rights, and China’s coercion threatens both the rights of people in 
Taiwan and the strength of universal norms.  

Finally, I wholeheartedly endorse the calls for bolstering communi-
cation through “high-level, regular diplomatic interactions with China” 
as well as promoting “people-to-people ties between the United States 
and Taiwan.” Yet even more is needed: namely, enhanced communi-
cation channels among the United States, China, and Taiwan from 
high-level official interactions to low-level unofficial ones. Continu-
ous, multivarious information flows into the policymaking process are 
essential to preserving peace and stability in the Taiwan Strait.

—Margaret K. Lewis

Firstly, this report, for all its merits, understates the point that deter-
rence is composed not only of measures that convince the PRC that 
military action to subjugate Taiwan would come at too high a cost and 
with a significant risk of failure, but also of measures that convince 
the PRC that such action is not needed for the time being. Actions and 
signals by Washington that Beijing interprets as confirmation that the 
United States remains prepared to accept unification, so long as it is 
peaceful and on terms agreed upon by China and Taiwan—a position at 
the heart of the U.S. One China policy—helps to mitigate fear that the 
“window” for unification is closing and therefore to diminish the sense 
of urgency that fosters risk-taking. At the same time, signals that Taipei 
is not ruling out a future dialogue with Beijing where options for politi-
cal compromise could be explored would also contribute to deterrence. 

Secondly, it is important to recognize that an insistence by U.S. 
officials that Taiwan must be “retained” as a strategic military asset 
and denied to the PRC contradicts the principle embedded in the One 
China policy that the future arrangement is for the people on both 
sides of the Taiwan Strait to decide. The United States might take the 
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position that ultimately no PLA forces should be deployed to Taiwan 
after a settlement, but that is a different argument.

Lastly, the report rightly points to the risk of gray zone aggression 
short of war, particularly the imposition of a quarantine or blockade 
based on sophistry and “lawfare” claiming PRC rights to the air and 
sea around Taiwan. But a much more urgent call to action is needed if 
Taiwan and its partners are to develop timely countermeasures that can 
check PRC moves in this direction and ensure resilience through ade-
quate stockpiles of essential civil resources.

—Daniel R. Russel
joined by Douglas H. Paal
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air defense identification zone

AIT 
American Institute in Taiwan
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active pharmaceutical ingredient
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anti-submarine warfare

AUKUS 
trilateral security agreement 
between Australia, the United 
Kingdom, and the United States

BIS 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
Bureau of Industry and Security

BTA 
bilateral trade agreement

CCP 
Chinese Communist Party 

CHIPS and Science Act 
Creating Helpful Incentives to 
Produce Semiconductors and 
Science Act

CPTPP 
Comprehensive and  
Progressive Agreement for 
Trans-Pacific Partnership

C4ISR 
Command, Control, 
Communications, Computers, 
Intelligence, Surveillance, and 
Reconnaissance

DPP 
Democratic Progressive Party

DOD 
U.S. Department of Defense 

FMS 
foreign military sales

FY 
fiscal year
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GCTF 
Global Cooperation and  
Training Framework

GDP 
gross domestic product

GMLRS 
guided multiple launch  
rocket system

HIMARS 
high mobility artillery  
rocket system

ICAO 
International Civil  
Aviation Organization

ICT 
information and  
communications technology 

INDOPACOM 
U.S. Indo-Pacific Command

Interpol 
International Criminal  
Police Organization

IPEC 
Indo-Pacific Economic Coalition

IPEF 
Indo-Pacific Economic 
Framework

ISN 
U.S. Department of State Bureau 
of International Security and 
Nonproliferation

ISR 
intelligence, surveillance,  
and reconnaissance

KMT 
Kuomintang

NDAA 
National Defense  
Authorization Act

ODC 
Overall Defense Concept

PDI 
Pacific Deterrence Initiative

PLA 
People’s Liberation Army

PLAN 
People’s Liberation Army Navy

PRC 
People’s Republic of China

RCEP 
Regional Comprehensive 
Economic Partnership

RIMPAC 
Rim of the Pacific

RMB 
renminbi (Chinese currency)

ROC 
Republic of China (Taiwan)
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SMIC 
Semiconductor Manufacturing 
International Corporation

TSMC 
Taiwan Semiconductor 
Manufacturing Company

TRA 
U.S. Taiwan Relations Act

UNCTAD 
United Nations Conference on 
Trade and Development

USMCA 
United States-Mexico-Canada 
Agreement

USTR 
U.S. Trade Representative 

WHO 
World Health Organization
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As relations between the United States and China deteriorate and enter a 
new, more perilous era, Taiwan stands as the issue most likely to bring the 
two nuclear-armed powers and the world’s two largest economies into a direct 
military confrontation. Although a conflict over Taiwan has thus far been avoided, 
deterrence has dangerously eroded and is at risk of failing. Unless the United 
States acts with urgency to bolster deterrence and raise the costs of aggressive 
action against Taiwan, the odds of a conflict will increase. U.S.-Taiwan Relations  
in a New Era: Responding to a More Assertive China proposes that the United 
States aim to deter Chinese aggression, oppose unilateral changes to the status 
quo, prioritize Taiwan contingency plans, and support Taiwan’s integration into 
the global economy. The future of the world’s most critical region could well 
hinge on whether the United States succeeds in deterring China and maintaining 
peace in the Taiwan Strait.
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